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Essential Questions For This Unit
1. What can humans learn from the
patterns of nature?
2. How can we use natural resources
sustainably?
3. What is humanity’s place in nature?
4. What natural systems am I part of?

Unit 1

Sharing the Planet: People and Nature

Nature, Stability, and Change
Life on Earth has developed, struggled, and

things began as simple single-celled organisms.

flourished for at least three and a half billion

These early forms of life grew and organized over

years. Although scientists still cannot explain

eons into millions of species of plants, animals,

exactly how life began, it is clear that living

and microbes. Life has experimented with many
diverse and sometimes odd forms, including a
dinosaur with wings on its arms and legs and
an early type of elephant with a shovel-shaped
trunk that opened like the bill of a duck.1
The natural world is full of wondrous and unique
creatures, relationships, and ways of living. But
one of the most amazing stories in nature is the
simple persistence of life itself. Conditions on Earth
have changed drastically since life emerged.
The planet has endured ice ages, when even
areas near the equator had glaciers. These
freezing periods have given way to hot spells
during which palm trees grew in what is now the
central United States.2 Landforms changed, too,
shifting as continents drifted. Mountain ranges
gradually rose out of flatlands. Through all these

2
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changes, living things adapted, evolved, moved
to more favorable regions – or became extinct.
In fact, about 90% of the species that once lived
on Earth are now extinct.

Historical
Mega-Extinctions
More than once in Earth’s history, dramatic
events led to the extinction of many species
over a relatively short period of time. Known as
mega-extinctions, these events wiped out 50
to over 90% of species living at these times. The
best-known mega-extinction occurred about 65

Resiliency of Life

million years ago, when the dinosaurs became

How has life managed to continue, adapt,

extinct. While the causes of these events are

and flourish during widely-varying conditions

unknown, scientists believe that asteroid or

and elimination of many – if not most – living

comet strikes may have raised enormous clouds

organisms? The quality that allows life to rebound

of dust and debris, blocking life-giving sunlight.

in spite of challenges is known as resiliency,

Another theory is that massive volcanic eruptions

which is the ability to return to normal conditions

may have warmed the atmosphere to levels

after a disturbance. From a sustainability

outside the range of livable temperatures for

standpoint, we want to understand how nature

most creatures. And one mega-extinction likely

balances change and stability so effectively.

occurred because of drastic cooling that froze

What qualities or processes support resiliency?

much of Earth’s liquid water and caused ocean

How can people adopt these patterns within our

levels to

drop.3

own lives and societies to create a safe and just
space for all, forever? (19, Nolet, V.)

After each mass extinction, life has eventually
recovered. Scientists believe that it takes about

The idea of creating a safe and just world for all,

10 million years for the number of species to

forever, is one way of looking at sustainability.

recover to pre-event levels.4 During this recovery,

Sustainability can be defined more formally

new ecosystems and ecological relationships

as meeting today’s needs without limiting the

are formed, creating opportunities for different

needs of future generations to meet their needs.

species to develop.

Think About It!
Try observing and recording a natural phenomena over a period of time: the phases of the moon over
a month, the time and location of the sunset once a month over a school year, the presence of birds or
insects over seasons, patterns of wind or clouds over the seasons. How do these shifting events connect
with the resiliency of the species living in your area?
MODULE TWO
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Humans and Nature
Are Humans
Part of Nature?
How do humans fit within these ebbs and flows

natural gas – which come from ancient life

of life? In our modern world, it can seem as if

forms – to make electricity and heat and cool

human society operates outside of nature.

our buildings. Our clothing comes from cotton –

It is easy to eat, shop, and live without ever

a plant – or synthetic materials made from

recognizing that everything that sustains us

fossil fuels. Animals also provide food, clothing,

comes from nature. But if we look a little deeper,

medicine, and other benefits to people. Our

we will see that everything we use does come

global system of trade and commerce places us

from the natural world. We may buy our fruits,

in the role of consumers who only see the sellers –

vegetables, and bread at a grocery store, but

not the producers or the ultimate source within

the plants they came from need the sun to

nature – of the products we use.

shine, photosynthesis to occur, and rain to fall. In
addition, plants are supported by many kinds of

In many ways, humans dominate the planet.

bacteria and insects, whose contributions range

Our population has skyrocketed from 10,000

from keeping the soil healthy to pollinating

individuals to over 7 billion in the brief period –

plants. Our buildings are made of wood from

by planetary standards – of 200,000 years.5 To

forests and minerals from many parts of the

provide food, shelter, and other goods for so

planet. We use fossil fuels like oil, coal, and

many of us, we have altered more than half of

4
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all land and have had some effect on 83% of

Physical, nonliving Earth systems play a role in

global land areas.6 We use about one-quarter of

the web of life, too. Plants exchange carbon

all biomass – plants and animals – produced by

dioxide for oxygen, maintaining balance in the

the planet.7 Our heavy use of Earth’s land and

atmosphere and providing an essential material

resources crowds out other species. Yet given

for animal life. Water cycles around the planet

our increasingly industrialized, urban way of life,

through weather events and gravity-powered

it is easy to overlook the fact that humans are

river flows. Minerals are pushed up from Earth’s

only one of an estimated 10 million species living

crust as mountains slowly form; they spread to

on Earth

today.8

The Web of Life

low-lying lands through erosion and are taken
up by plants. These functions and relationships
provide life-sustaining food, shelter, air, and
freshwater for all living things. In fact, the web of

Whether we notice it or not, we live within a

life can be thought of as the planet’s life support

vast, interconnected web of life. The sun powers

system.

the living things connected through this web,
providing a constant source of energy to the

These relationships between living and nonliving

planet. Plants capture this energy, converting it

things have evolved over billions of years, with

through photosynthesis into sugars that power

species developing specialized ways to live, eat,

plant growth and other processes. Animals get

obtain shelter, and reproduce depending on the

energy and materials needed to live and grow

particulars of their surroundings and neighboring

by eating the plants. Large predators eat other

species.

animals, removing weak or old animals to keep
animal groupings strong. Scavenger animals like
vultures and coyotes eat the remains of dead
animals, removing carcasses from the ecosystem
and recycling matter and energy back into the
web. Insects pollinate plants. Bacteria keep the
soil healthy and facilitate a surprising number
of life functions like digesting food and fighting
disease. Decomposers like snails break down
fallen plant matter, again recycling energy and
materials.
These basic relationships are repeated all over
the world. They take many diverse forms to
sustain life in Earth’s many different climates and
landforms. Each local ecosystem supports not
only its own members but also contributes to –
and benefits from -- global systems. This blend
of local and planetary relationships links all living
things in a web.

MODULE TWO
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Sustainability and the Web of Life
Imagine a web. Spider webs are just one possibility;
another is the worldwide web of the Internet.
Traditional fshers weave nets that function like
webs. Any of these images, or others that you can
think of, can work as an image for the web of life.
Webs are strong because they have many strands
running in diferent directions, connecting many
diferent points. Webs’ structures are fexible and
changeable. If a few strands or nodes – connection
points – are removed, the web will stay intact. Breaks

Web of Life

in one area can ofen be repaired or worked around
by strengthening other areas. But overall, the strength
of the entire web depends on the strength of its many
interconnecting nodes and strands. Te well-being of
the small, local elements creates the well-being of the
entire system and vice versa.
Using your chosen web image, bring the idea of the
web of life into your imagination. Begin with yourself
and visualize the immediate ways you are connected
to other living things: your personal relationships;
your sources of food, water, and shelter; weather
patterns that you experience. Next, imagine the
next layer: what interconnections support your
immediate relationships and sources of support?
Continue expanding your web until all of the
planet’s living organisms and nonliving things are
connected through at least one strand – including
humans. Include everything on Earth. Can you see
interconnections linking each entity with many
others? Does the web seem balanced to you?

6
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Think About It!
Nature provides all of its inhabitants with
what is needed in order to survive. Look
around your classroom or home and list
a few items you see. Then try to name the
types of natural areas that supported the
creation of those objects.

Sustainability Big Idea: Interconnectedness
Te web of life is another way of expressing one of
the big ideas of sustainability: interconnectedness.
Interconnectedness points to the many relationships
that allow a group of objects or organisms to form a
complex whole that works as a unifed system.

The Benefits of Connecting with Nature
Since humans are fundamentally part of nature, it is not surprising that spending time in nature does us
good. Noticing the diferent colors, sounds, and smells found in nature can actually have a pronounced
afect on our well-being. Research suggests that people can obtain the following benefts from spending
time in nature:
• Clearer thinking

Spending time in nature doesn’t require a

• Sharper experience of our senses

weeklong trip to a national park – although

• Improved ability to pay attention

a visit to a park is great if you can arrange it.

• Increased creativity

Simply walking outside, tending a potted plant,

• Increased mental energy

noticing birds on a telephone wire, experiencing

• Better psychological health

the weather – or just taking a few deep breaths –

• Improved memory

can draw us out of our thoughts and into a sense

• Greater sense of

MODULE TWO

peace.9

of connection with the natural world.
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How Nature Works
Ecology and Ecosystems
As we have seen, living organisms are linked

and the physical environment they inhabit,

closely with other species, the local climate, and

including climate, geology, and sources of

the physical environment in which they live. The

water. The species within an ecosystem have

study of the relationships between living and

co-evolved into a community that provides the

nonliving systems is called ecology. The root of

basic necessities of food, water, and shelter for

the word ecology, “eco-”, means “home” – a

all its members. Co-evolution means that, over

fitting description of the study of Earth as a source

time, species have become specialized in ways

of food, water, shelter, energy, and relationships.

that help them flourish within their ecosystem.
For example, some tropical flowers have

Free from human impacts, pristine natural

developed deep, tube-shaped blossoms to lure

systems sustain themselves. A system is a group

hummingbirds. The high-energy birds are drawn

of interrelated elements that are organized

to the fragrant nectar hidden deep inside the

to work together for a purpose or function.

flowers where other pollinators, such as bees,

An ecosystem is a community of organisms

cannot enter. The payoff for the flowers comes
when their pollen is brushed onto hummingbirds
during feeding. The birds fly off to pollinate other
flowers, leading to seed generation. In this way,
the relationship benefits both species.

ecology:
Te branch of biology that
studies the relationships between
living organisms and between
those organisms and their
environments.

ecosystem:
A biological community of
interconnected organisms and
their physical environment.

8
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Ecosystems are closed systems with respect
to matter; in other words, ecosystems do not
exchange matter with their environments.

There are also fundamental changes over time

Material needs of the member species are met

in the structure and function of ecosystems. One

within the system. And all materials produced

kind of long-term change is called ecological

within the system, including waste products and

succession, in which an ecosystem’s member

the remains of organisms after their life ends,

species shift to adapt to changes in the system’s

are used within the system. For example, fallen

physical structure. For example, there might be

leaves are food for snails whose waste products

a pond in a clearing in the woods. Over a long

feed the soil. Fallen trees serve as shelter until

period of time, leaves and branches drop, soil

they are broken down and become part of the

and debris flow, and the water in the pond is

soil. Ecosystems do exchange energy with their

displaced with solid material. At some point, if

environments, primarily in the form of sunlight.

there is not much incoming water, the pond

For this reason, ecosystems are open systems

might convert to a meadow. Birds may land

with respect to energy.

in the meadow and deposit tree seeds, and a
forest might eventually exist where once there

There are many different ecosystems on Earth,

was a pond. Nature is resilient and is able to

but they all fall into two types: aquatic – or water-

adapt to changes. There is balance in the

based – and terrestrial – or land-based. Below is

long run, and ecosystem inhabitants develop

a list of the major ecosystems:

adaptations for survival as they evolve.

• Aquatic:
o Marine (contains salt water): oceans,
intertidal, estuaries, coral reefs,
saltmarshes
o Freshwater: lakes, ponds, streams,
rivers, wetlands
• Terrestrial:
o Forests: tropical, temperate, and
subarctic boreal (or taiga)
o Tundra
o Deserts
o Grassland
Within any aquatic or terrestrial ecosystem,
conditions are constantly changing. There are
natural cycles such as seasons, tides, and the
waxing and waning of the moon; all of these
cycles affect ecosystems. Plants and animals
are always changing. If something affects the
population of one species, then another species
that depends on it will change also. For example,
a disease might run through a prey species like
squirrels. The population of the predators such
as foxes that prey on squirrels will decrease as its
food source is diminished.
MODULE TWO
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Deep and Shallow Ecology
Te Deep Ecology movement is based on the

In contrast, shallow ecology focuses on the ways in

perspective that human and nonhuman living beings

which ecosystems can beneft humans; this approach

have equal value. Humans have the right to use natural

addresses environmental issues from the perspective

resources only to meet essential needs. Te focus

of minimizing their impact on people and societies.10

should be on improving quality of life rather than on

Do you think humans have obligations to other

increasing the standard of living. Deep ecology raises

species? What are those obligations?

the question of our moral obligation to other species.

Learning
Nature’s Patterns
Nature has maintained life over billions of years,

Understanding nature’s principles and patterns

in spite of broad changes in temperature,

can help us develop human systems that work

rainfall, and atmospheric conditions. To achieve

together with life. This concept ties in with the

this stability, nature has developed longstanding,

sustainability big idea of nature connection –

interconnected patterns and processes that can

nature as our teacher. A description of these

be seen across a wide variety of ecosystems. An

patterns and processes by The Center for

ecosystem is a model that human communities

Ecoliteracy is shown in the accompanying box,

can mimic. Nature shows us how elements

Applying Ecological Principles.

with different roles act together to support life.

10
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Applying Ecological Principles

How can we create communities that are compatible with nature’s processes for sustaining life?
Creating communities that are compatible with nature’s processes for sustaining life requires basic ecological
knowledge.
We need, says Center for Ecoliteracy cofounder

Nested Systems: Nature is made up of systems that

Fritjof Capra, to teach our children – and our political

are nested within systems. Each individual system is

and corporate leaders – fundamental facts of life:

an integrated whole and – at the same time – part of

• Matter cycles continually through the web of life.

larger systems. Changes within a system can afect

• Most of the energy driving the ecological cycles

the sustainability of the systems that are nested

fows from the sun.

within it as well as the larger systems in which it

• Diversity assures resilience.

exists. For example: Cells are nested within organs

• One species’ waste is another species’ food. Life

within organisms within ecosystems.

did not take over the planet by combat but by
networking (as suggested by Lynn Margulis and

Cycles: Members of an ecological community

Dorion Sagan.)

depend on the exchange of resources in continual
cycles. Cycles within an ecosystem intersect with

Nature’s Patterns and Processes: Understanding

larger regional and global cycles. For example: Water

these facts arises from understanding the patterns

cycles through a garden and is also part of the global

and processes by which nature sustains life. In

water cycle.

its work with teachers and schools, the Center
for Ecoliteracy has identifed several of the most

Flows: Each organism needs a continual fow of

important of these. It has helped teachers identify

energy to stay alive. Te constant fow of energy

places in the curriculum where students can learn

from the sun to Earth sustains life and drives most

about them.

ecological cycles. For example: Energy fows through
a food web when a plant converts the sun’s energy

Tey include networks, nested systems, cycles, fows,

through photosynthesis, a mouse eats the plant, a

development, and dynamic balance.

snake eats the mouse, and a hawk eats the snake. In
each transfer, some energy is lost as heat, requiring

Networks: All living things in an ecosystem are

an ongoing energy fow into the system.

interconnected through networks of relationship.
Tey depend on this web of life to survive. For

Development: All life – from individual organisms

example: In a garden, a network of pollinators

to species to ecosystems – changes over time.

promotes genetic diversity; plants, in turn, provide

Individuals develop and learn, species adapt and

nectar and pollen to the pollinators.

evolve, and organisms in ecosystems coevolve. For
example: Hummingbirds and honeysuckle fowers
have developed in ways that beneft each other; the
hummingbird’s color vision and slender bill coincide
with the colors and shapes of the fowers.
(cont. on next page)
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Applying Ecological Principles

(cont.)

Dynamic Balance: Ecological communities

which supports more ladybugs. Te populations of

act as feedback loops, so that the community

the individual species rise and fall, but balance within

maintains a relatively steady state that also has

the system allows them to thrive together.

continual fluctuations. This dynamic balance
provides resiliency in the face of ecosystem change.
For example: Ladybugs in a garden eat aphids.
When the aphid population falls, some ladybugs die

“Applying Ecological Principles” by Michael K. Stone was
originally published by the Center for Ecoliteracy. © Copyright
2004-2015 Center for Ecoliteracy. Reprinted with permission. All
rights reserved. For more information, visit www.ecoliteracy.org.

of, which permits the aphid population to rise again,

Systems Thinking and
Patterns of Nature
We can represent the flow of energy in an ecosystem

The energy flow through an ecosystem is mapped

by using a systems thinking tool called a stock and

using a stock and flow diagram below. The triangle

flow diagram. A stock and flow diagram shows us

figures represent flows; they are like faucets that

the structure of a system. Stocks are components

can be opened or closed. The rectangle represents

of the system; they can increase or decrease over

the stock. The cloud symbols represent elements

time. Flows are actions or changes that affect

that are outside the system being studied. Energy

the amount of the stock. A flow represents how a

entering the system comes from the sun. Energy

stock interconnects with other components or the

is stored as chemical potential energy in plants

environment. Stocks and flows can be thought of

and animals. The figure below represents energy

as a kitchen sink with water flowing in through the

flow from the sun to plants to animals. Notice that

faucet and flowing out through the drain.

energy can be stored as potential energy – a stock
in systems language – in both plants and animals.
Ecosystems operate according to their own

Stock and Flow Diagram for Ecosystem Energy Flow

solar
energy

potential
energy in
plants

feeding
by animals

potential
energy in
animals

Think About It!
How would you add energy use by animals to this stock and flow diagram? Would energy uses be shown as
stocks or flows? Where would they be placed in the diagram? What types of energy use could you include?
12
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Meeting Human Needs within Nature’s Limits
purposes and for the benefit of their member
species and the overall Earth system. Humans

Ecosystem Services

interact with ecosystems in a different way than

Studying nature’s patterns teaches us how nature

do other species. Rather than operating within

has sustained life under changing conditions

a system that continually recycles materials for

over billions of years. Another way of looking at

use by other organisms, our society works on a

natural systems is called ecosystem services. This

one-way, linear process sometimes called “take-

human-centered perspective describes nature

make-waste.” Our need for land for housing,

in terms of the support it provides to people and

agriculture, and commerce drives us to build

gives people a way to measure benefits we

over local ecosystems. Our growing population

receive from nature. There are several types of

and increasing consumerism – “the cultural

ecosystem services:

orientation that leads people to find meaning,
contentment, and acceptance through what

• Supporting life functions: building soil,
conducting photosynthesis, and cycling

they consume”12 – draw heavily on materials
from nature; we extract these materials,
manufacture them into consumer goods, and

nutrients
• Managing the environment: stabilizing the
climate, preventing floods and the spread

dispose of them without respecting the patterns

of disease, absorbing and processing waste

of nature. Our use of energy is not continually
replenished by the sun, but instead relies on
stores of ancient sunlight captured millions of
years ago in oil, natural gas, and coal. In fact,
experts report that humans’ use of natural

products, and cleaning water
• Providing goods: generating food, water,
wood, and fiber
• Sustaining culture: offering opportunities
for recreation, beauty, and spirituality.14

materials for food, freshwater, timber, fiber, and
fuel has changed ecosystems more than they
have changed during any other time in history.13

MODULE TWO

One estimate of the value of Earth’s services to
humans was $48 trillion annually.15

13

When we look at parts of an ecosystem from
the perspective of human benefit, we consider
these natural materials to be resources. Nonliving
parts of Earth systems can also be considered
resources.

resource:
A stock or supply of materials,
energy, or other factors that can
be used to produce a beneft.
In general, a resource will be
consumed or made unavailable
as it is used.

The State of the World’s Ecosystems
At the beginning of the millennium – the start of the

• Everyone in the world depends on nature and

21st century – the United Nations brought together a

ecosystem services to provide the conditions for

group of 1,360 experts from governments, nonproft

a decent, healthy, and secure life.

groups, science felds, businesses, and indigenous
communities to study the health of planetary
ecosystems and their services across the planet.
Te following messages represent some of their

• Humans have made unprecedented changes to
ecosystems in recent decades to meet growing
demands for food, freshwater, fber, and energy.

conclusions:
(cont. on next page)
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The State of the World’s Ecosystems

(cont.)

• Tese changes have helped to improve the lives

• Even today’s technology and knowledge can

of billions, but at the same time they weakened

reduce considerably the human impact on

nature’s ability to deliver other key services such

ecosystems. Tey are unlikely to be deployed

as purifcation of air and water, protection from

fully, however, until ecosystem services cease to

disasters, and the provision of medicines.

be perceived as free and limitless, and their full
value is taken into account.

• Te pressures on ecosystems will increase globally
in coming decades unless human attitudes and

• Better protection of natural assets will

actions change.

require coordinated eforts across all sections
of government, businesses, and international

• Measures to conserve natural resources are more

institutions. Te productivity of ecosystems

likely to succeed if local communities are given

depends on policy choices on investment,

ownership of them, share the benefts, and are

trade, subsidy, taxation, and regulation, among

involved in decisions.

others.17

Think About It!
The Earth Charter is a framework that can be used to examine values from a sustainability
perspective. Some Earth Charter principles are listed below. How do the Patterns of Nature
reflect these principles? How do ecosystem services tie in with the principles? Does either
approach conflict with the principles? How do the principles suggest that other species be
considered? What evidence do you have for your opinions? As you read this unit, keep these
values in mind.
EC1. Respect the earth and life in all its diversity.
EC2. Care for the community of life with understanding, compassion, and love.
EC4. Secure earth’s bounty and beauty for present and future generations.
EC5. Protect and restore the integrity of earth’s ecological systems, with special
concern for biological diversity and the natural processes that sustain life.
EC15. Treat all living beings with respect and consideration.16

MODULE TWO
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Sustainability Big Idea: Respect for Limits
Earth has a limited capacity to absorb changes and
to supply humans with the things they need for
survival, such as clean air, water, food, shelter, and
the ability to recycle waste. Human populations can
cause harm to ecosystems when these limits are
exceeded.

Putting a Price
on Nature
Some ecosystem services are easy to value

can even be higher than the value of goods

in terms of money. If trees from a forest are

harvested from the ecosystem and sold. In

harvested for timber, specific people or

some cases, researchers have found that

organizations receive a specific benefit at a

ecosystems in which harvests are managed

specific time: the money they receive from

sustainably are more valuable – considering

the sale of the wood. However, the forest

both goods sold and other life-supporting

provides other benefits, like preventing

services – than clearing an ecosystem to

soil erosion and keeping the air clean.

allow for farming.18 It is difficult, within the

These benefits are harder to measure but

existing economic system, to balance the

are available to more people – and more

limited financial benefit of using natural

species – over a longer period of time. The

materials with the broader non-monetary

value of these other benefits is often high and

benefits of healthy ecosystems.

Think About It!
The idea of ecosystem services casts nature in the role of a supplier for people, our
economies, and our societies. Consider these questions about this perspective of nature:
• Do you believe that nature is primarily a provider or supplier for people?
• How does this perspective differ from one that sees nature as a community of living
beings that mutually support one another?
• What kind of choices would people be likely to make if they held one or the other view
of nature?
16
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Ecosystems and Sustainability
Understanding that we are interconnected
with all other species is an important element

Big Ideas of Sustainability

of sustainability; this kind of understanding

The

contributes to developing a sustainability

framework for understanding and acting

worldview. A sustainability worldview is a

on sustainability issues. For more detailed

set of knowledge, values, capabilities, and

descriptions of these ideas, please visit:

behaviors that supports the creation of a

https://www.facingthefuture.org.

more sustainable world. A sustainability

following

big

ideas

provide

a

worldview is supported by the big ideas of

Nature Connection

sustainability.

We are part of nature; it is our home rather than
a storehouse of resources, a place for recreation,
or a wild space to be conquered. Nature has

What is
important
to me?

What do
I know?

sustained life for billions of years throughout
widely changing conditions. People can learn
from and adopt nature’s patterns.

Respect for Limits

Elements of
a Worldview

Earth has a limited capacity to supply all of its
inhabitants with clean air, fresh water, food, and
the ability to recycle waste. Accepting these
limits helps us take responsibility for our choices.

What am
I prepared
to do?

MODULE TWO

What do
I know how
to do?
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Universal Responsibility

Interconnectedness

Just as we each have universal human rights, we

Interconnectedness

also have universal responsibilities. We can learn

relationships that allow a group of objects or

to take responsibility for our personal choices

organisms to form a complex whole that works

and actions. We can also take on the deeper

as a unified system.

points

to

the

many

responsibility of creating a safe and just world for

Local to Global

all, forever.

Our local actions are linked with global social,

Equity and Justice

economic, and environmental systems. This idea

Each person should have equal access to

also reflects the understanding that people are

opportunities and resources. The impacts and

citizens of the world with shared values that cross

consequences of societal and global choices

cultures, nations, and religions.

should also be shared equally. Equity and justice
also need to be extended to future generations

Peace and Collaboration

and other species.

Peace is a fundamental human need. We can
learn to live together peacefully, respecting

Health and Resiliency

the needs of others – today and in the future –

Sustainability focuses on the well-being of living

as equally important as our own. This idea also

things and the natural and social systems on

reflects the need to recognize the power that

which we depend. Resiliency refers to the ability

human societies have over other species and to

to function and develop even under changing

recognize the value of all living things.19

conditions. Because human actions are
changing the planet in many ways, it is important
for people and human systems to be resilient.

18
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Forest Ecosystems
and Sustainability

that could fall as low as -40 °C (−40 °F). The short

Background on Forests
Forests are one of the most important terrestrial
ecosystems. Forests cover 30% of the world’s land
area. There are many types of forests. Tropical
forests are found in warm, humid areas where
monthly temperatures are above 18°C (64 °F) all
year and average rainfall is 168 centimeters (66
inches) per year. Temperate forests are found in
moderate climates and can include evergreen
trees and deciduous species (trees that lose
their leaves in the fall/winter). Subarctic boreal
forests are characterized by long, cold winters

summers are often not warm enough to thaw
more than the first few feet of soil. This continual
low temperature creates permafrost (soil that
never thaws); trees in these forests must be able
to tolerate this frozen soil.
In many urban and rural areas there are small
forests integrated into communities. Small
woodlands are found in parks, vacant lots,
peoples’ backyards, private wood lots, forested
areas set aside in residential developments, or
open space that has not been developed.

Forests and Cultures
Diferent cultures have diferent ways of thinking about forests. A sampling of perspectives is given below.
For First Nations peoples of British Columbia,
Canada, the Western Red Cedar (Tuja plicata)
is a fundamental part of their identity: they are
known as the People of the Cedar. Tey prize
red cedar for its value as a building material,
especially for making dugout canoes. At the
same time, these peoples regard the red cedar
as sacred, and it has a prominent role in origin
stories about where their ancestors came from.
In Bhutan, the cypress tree is also considered
sacred. Tis ancient value is refected in their
modern constitution, which requires 60% of the

pictures representing words or phrases –
of a misty rainfall in the forest, evoking a feeling
of separation, quiet, and loneliness.21

nation’s land to remain forested. Conservation

One way to understand Western views of

of the environment is one of the four elements

forests is through traditional fairy tales. Woods

of Bhutan’s national practice of Gross National

were ofen seen as dark, dangerous, and wild.

Happiness, an alternative to an economics-based

Te hero was ofen a woodcutter – a brave soul

approach to measuring national progress.

20

In the Japanese language, the mood of the forest is
captured artfully in the kanji – traditional Japanese

who could enter the woods, tame them with a
hatchet, return with useful goods, and save the
children in the fairy tale.

calligraphy – symbol for loneliness. Te symbol

What messages have you received from stories,

has evolved over centuries from pictographs –

news, and culture about nature?

MODULE TWO
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Patterns of Nature in Forests

Networks: All members of an ecosystem are

Nested Systems: Each organism, plant, or animal,

connected through networks. Forest species

is a system itself, nested within the system of the

form a wide network of relationships. These

forest as a whole. Forests are also part of several

individual relationships form the foundation

important global systems.

of the forest web and support the survival of

• Atmospheric System: Trees take in carbon

all species in the system. Many relationships

dioxide and release oxygen, keeping the

working together enable the forest to operate

climate stable and providing life-giving

on a broader scale to produce oxygen, provide

oxygen for all animal life. Over 40% of the

a base for the local food web, create habitat,

world’s oxygen is produced by rainforests.22

and support freshwater systems.

• Energy System: By converting sunlight into
sugars through photosynthesis, trees make
the sun’s energy usable by animals.

One such relationship exists between trees
and fungi. Fungi form a network with trees that
supports both fungi and tree health. These

• Biological System: Forests provide habitat
for much of the world’s biodiversity: about
80% of the world’s known terrestrial species
live in forests.23
• Freshwater System: The extensive root

fungi form long threads that connect the roots
of different trees and transport nutrients like
carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus from one
tree to another. Trees that receive more sunlight
can transfer nutrients to more shaded trees,
and mature trees transfer nutrients to younger

system of forest trees keeps soil in place,

trees. In this way, the strongest trees in the most

preventing erosion. Stable soil absorbs

advantageous positions support the health of

rainfall runoff, keeps rivers clean, and

other trees. Fungi provide a path for nutrients

reduces flooding.

and are nourished themselves in the process.24

The figure below shows some nested systems in a
forest ecosystem.

Another network that supports both tree
health and animal well-being involves pileated
woodpeckers. Woodpeckers use their sharp

Nested Systems in Forests

beaks to excavate cavities in trees for both
sleeping and nesting. These cavities can be used
later by other forest dwellers. The excavations
help break down dead or dying trees, and the
debris serves as food for other species.

global
solar
energy
system

forest

Cycles: In ecosystems, resources are exchanged
tree

through continual cycles. Carbon cycles through

photosynthesis
system
in leaves

many Earth systems. All life on Earth contains
carbon: plants are 45% carbon, while people
are 18% carbon.25 Carbon is used to create the
material forms of living things and is used in many
life-sustaining processes. Trees absorb carbon

20
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as part of their respiration, similar to breathing in
animals; animals gain the carbon they need by
eating plants. As these organisms die, some of
the carbon they contained enters the soil and
some is released back into the atmosphere. All
of these aspects are part of the global carbon
cycle.
Energy Flow: Energy from the sun powers the
forest. Trees and other plants convert energy
from sunlight into sugars, which can then be
used for growth and the various processes the
plants need to live. Animals feed on the plants,
gaining energy for their own growth, movement,

and minimize food needs during wintertime.
These animals re-enter the active ecosystem in
springtime when food is plentiful again. These
animals are part of feedback loops involving
temperature, food supplies, and animal

and bodily functions.

behavior. Their behaviors allow the animals to

Development: All of life – individuals, species,

overall ecosystem balance and resiliency.

adjust to changing conditions while maintaining

and ecosystems – change over time. Over
time, many species have adapted to life in the
forest. For example, in cold-weather forests,
evergreen trees developed needle-like leaves.
The leaves’ small surface area prevents loss of
water through evaporation, allowing the trees
to survive in low-water conditions. The pointed
shape of the trees helps shed winter snow; thick
bark protects the trees during freezing weather.
Trees in rainforests have adapted differently. The
warmer temperatures mean that thin, smooth
bark is adequate; this bark uses fewer resources
to grow and allows rainwater to run off of the
tree. Leaves are designed to shed water quickly
as well. By adapting to the unique conditions
of each region, forest ecosystems are able to
function in many parts of the world.
Dynamic

Balance:

Feedback

Forests are important to people: 300 million
people live in forest regions, and 1.6 billion earn
their livelihoods with forest products.26 The goods
and services provided by forests have been
valued at $4.7 trillion.27
Life Support: Forests support living systems through
their high level of biodiversity. Forests also support
life by providing habitat for pollinators, which
help plants reproduce.
Ecosystem Management: Forests in the United
States remove approximately 14 percent of total
human-generated carbon dioxide emissions
yearly, helping reduce the impacts of climate
change.28 Scientists call forests “carbon sinks”

loops

in

ecosystems allow a community to remain stable
while making minor adjustments to changing
conditions. In temperate or boreal forests, many
birds migrate from frosty winters. Larger mammals
like bears hibernate in caves to maintain warmth

MODULE TWO

Forest Ecosystem Services

because they capture carbon dioxide and keep
it out of the atmosphere.
Forests also protect soil and freshwater by
absorbing rainfall and preventing erosion.
Prevention of soil erosion is an important

21

Prayer of the Woods
ancient Portuguese prayer

I am the heart of your hearth on a cold winter’s night
I am the beam that holds your house
Te board of your table
Te bed on which you lie and
Te timber that builds your boat
I am the handle of your hoe
Te door of your homestead
Te wood of your cradle
function of forests. When too many trees are
cut from a mountainside or riverbank, there is
a higher chance of erosion. Erosion can cause

Te shell of your cofn
Ye who pass by

mudslides and flooding. Soil fertility is reduced

Listen to my prayer

as topsoil and organic materials are washed

Harm me not.

away in floodwater runoff. This runoff can
reduce water quality in nearby streams as mud
and debris cloud the water. Forests also protect

been replicated in labs to create medicines

water quality by absorbing pollutants from

to prevent disease and save lives. Scientists

various sources before they can reach nearby

believe that only a small number of forest plants

streams and rivers. Tree and plant roots act as

that could provide medications have yet been

sponges to absorb water that may be carrying

discovered. More than one billion people rely on

these pollutants, preventing the pollutants from

forests as a source of food and income.29

flowing into streams and rivers. These processes
keep water cleaner for fish and other organisms.

Cultural Benefits: Forests also provide wilderness

In addition, trees – like all plants – release oxygen

for nature exploration and recreation; they offer

into the atmosphere.

a place of rest for humans during their busy lives.
Urban forests calm people down from stressful,

Products: Forests provide building materials for

active city lives. People get exercise on forest

homes, paper products, clothing, household

trails by walking, hiking, jogging, and bike riding.

products, and firewood for heating and cooking.

Local forests offer wildlife habitat in close proximity

Wood is a renewable resource. Forests are also a

to where people live, increasing opportunities to

source of many medicinal plants. Scientists study

become connected with nature.

the properties of these plants, which have then

renewable resource:

Think About It!

A resource that is replaced naturally at the
same or at a faster rate than the rate at
which it is used. As long as the replacement
rate is faster the rate of use, the material
can be used indefnitely.

The patterns of nature and ecosystem services
provide two different perspectives on forest
ecosystems. How are they similar? How
are they different? In what ways does each
perspective contribute to – or move away from
– a sustainability worldview?
22
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Respect for Limits: Overuse of Forests
Humans impact forests in two ways. One is by

Tropical forests are most heavily pressured by

logging trees for fuel, wood products, and

deforestation. Tropical forests are often cleared

paper. The other is by the permanent removal

to provide land for farming or cattle ranching

of forests for conversion of land to other uses

for beef production. Palm oil plantations are

such as housing, agriculture, and roads. About

another driver of rainforest destruction. Palm oil is

30% of global forests have been cleared.31

used in many snack foods and other packaged

While

deforestation continues, the rate slowed by over
one-third over the last two

decades.32

foods,

soap,

shampoo,

and

cosmetics.

The Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil seeks
100% sustainable production of palm oil by 2020.

In developing countries, the main sources of

Nine countries – all in Europe – have committed

deforestation are clearing forests to make way

to meet this target.34 Some palm oil growers

for farmland and harvesting wood for fuel.

and manufacturers are switching to certified

Worldwide, fuel wood accounts for about half

sustainable palm oil to avoid deforestation.

of all wood harvested.33
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Freshwater Ecosystems
and Sustainability
Freshwater ecosystems include ponds, lakes,

Freshwater makes up only about 3% of the

wetlands, streams, and rivers. Freshwater does

water on Earth. The surface water – like rivers

not have the high salt content found in oceans.

and lakes – on which living things rely makes up

Scientists now believe that water was brought

only 1% of freshwater. As the figure below shows,

to Earth by meteors around the time the planet

most of the remaining freshwater is locked up

Because water is such a stable

as ice in polar ice caps and glaciers or lies

molecule, the same water that flows from

hidden in underground rivers and pools called

a faucet today may have rained down on

groundwater.

was

forming.35

dinosaurs hundreds of millions of years ago.

Water Sources on Earth 36

1%

30%
69%

salt water

groundwater
glaciers
and polar ice
surface water

fresh water

Water on Earth

Fresh water on Earth

Think About It!
Before reading the next section, close your eyes and think about a time you felt a natural
source of water: getting caught in a rainstorm or snowfall; a visit to a pond, lake, or river; or
simply seeing your own breath on a frosty morning. Take a moment to remember how it felt to
experience part of the planet’s water cycle.
24
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Water and Life
Freshwater is crucial for life on Earth. Water serves
several functions in living organisms. First, many
of life’s processes rely on chemical reactions
in which molecules dissolve and materials mix.
These reactions need to occur within a liquid.
Water is an excellent liquid for the job because
almost all materials can at least partially dissolve
in water. Also, the flow of a liquid easily moves
materials like nutrients to different parts of plants
or animals. Water also helps our body maintain
an even temperature through perspiration. It
even provides physical protection – something
like an airbag in a car – for our brains, spinal
cords, and unborn fetuses. Human bodies are
about 60% water.37
Water is one of the few materials found naturally in
liquid form – as opposed to gas or solid form – on
Earth. The temperature range at which water stays
a liquid matches up well with the temperature
ranges on Earth. If these ranges did not align so

well, Earth’s water could boil away or freeze solid.
At the same time, water’s ability to exist as a solid,
liquid, or gas is essential to the functioning of the
water cycle. Water evaporates and forms clouds
in gaseous form. In liquid form, it flows as rain and
rivers, collects in lakes and oceans, and supports
life processes as part of tree sap, blood, and
other fluids. In its solid form, water can be stored
as winter snowfalls, which melt to provide water in
warmer, dryer seasons. Water is the only material
that exists naturally in all three states – solid, liquid,
and gas – on our planet.38

How Floating Ice Cubes Support Life
You have probably seen ice cubes foating in a cold

down to 4°C (39.2°F), just above the temperature at

drink, or maybe you have seen a layer of ice covering

which it freezes. At this point, though, the structure

the top of a lake or pond. Have you ever thought

of water changes in a way that creates more open

that it is odd that ice foats? Most materials become

space between molecules. As water cools further and

more dense, or heavier for their volume, as they get

freezes, water actually expands by about 8%. Tis

colder. If water followed this pattern, ice should sink

bigger volume – or lower density – makes ice foat

in liquid water.

in liquid water.39

Water is one of a very few materials that expand

Tis feature of water is more than an interesting

when they are cooled. It is the only one that is

abnormality. Tink about what would happen if

common on Earth and certainly the only one that

water behaved like virtually every other material on

is a fundamental part of the planet’s life-support

Earth. As water got colder and froze solid, it would

systems. Water does contract when it is cooled

get smaller and denser. More dense solids sink in
(cont. on next page)
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How Floating Ice Cubes Support Life

(cont.)

less dense liquids. Ice would sink in liquid water.

a lot of shade or short summers might never thaw

In wintertime, water on the surface of lakes would

completely. Tese lake bottoms would not be able

freeze and sink. As a cold winter wore on, more and

to support plant life. Fish habitat would be limited

more water would wind up on the bottom of the lake

or sometimes eliminated altogether. Freshwater

as ice. Fish and aquatic plants would need to move

supplies would be limited.

closer to the surface. Eventually, it would be possible
for lakes to freeze solid – a rare occurrence in the
real world. Come springtime, sunlight would need
to penetrate and warm the water all the way down to
the lake bottom. Deep lakes or lakes in locations with

Next time you see ice foating on water, whether it’s in
a glass or on a lake, remember that this characteristic
of water is one of the many interconnected qualities
that make life possible on our planet.

Meeting the Need for
Clean Water Worldwide

Freshwater Ecosystem Services

Freshwater is not distributed evenly over the planet,

many ecosystem services.43

Water – such an essential part of life – provides

and is only available seasonally in many parts of the
world. Providing clean freshwater for all people is

Life Support: People use water for basic needs like

one of the most important goals for societies; in fact,

drinking, cooking, and washing. Clean water is

the United Nations calls clean, safe drinking water

also essential for good sanitation, which in turn is

and sanitation “a human right essential to the full

necessary for good health. People also use water

enjoyment of life and all human rights.”40 To collect

for irrigation for farming. Freshwater ecosystems

and deliver freshwater to meet this goal, 40,000

provide habitat for phytoplankton, which produce

large dams have been built worldwide since 1950;

oxygen through photosynthesis. Water supports the

there are also more than 350 canals or pipelines in

web of life by providing for an essential need of all

place to transfer water from one area to another.41

living things. Freshwater ecosystems provide habitat

These waterworks have greatly improved the supply

to support biodiversity.

of water available for people. However, even with
this infrastructure, almost one-tenth of the world’s

Ecosystem Management: Freshwater ecosystems

population – 780 billion people – do not have access

help regulate the water cycle by storing water in

to clean water. Even more – 2.5 billion people – do

lakes and ponds and refilling groundwater supplies.

not have adequate sanitation.

42

These ecosystems also offer protection from floods
and storms as they provide channels for rainwater
to flow. They also collect water for habitat for many
animals and drinking water for others. Freshwater

Think About It!

ecosystems also absorb and remove pollutants from
air and water and help prevent erosion and build soil.

Which sustainability big ideas are
represented in the need to provide clean
water for everyone?
26
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Like forests, freshwater ecosystems cycle nutrients

Products: Freshwater fish provide food for many

by providing habitat for predator-prey relationships

people. And while water is an essential life need, it

and recycling waste products from their member

can also be a product: bottled water is collected

species. Wetlands also provide water purification,

from rivers, lakes, reservoirs, and underground

flood control, and other ecosystems services that

aquifers.

have been valued at $200 billion to $940 billion per
year.44 Similar to forests, freshwater bodies capture

Cultural Benefits: Natural ecosystems in general offer

carbon dioxide and keep it out of the atmosphere.

opportunities for education, recreation, inspiration
and spirituality, and enjoyment of beauty.

Freshwater Ecosystem Services
oxygen
supply

climage
regulation
water
storage

remove
pollutants

water
storage

habitat

education

LIFE
SUPPORT

clean
water

tourism

forest
services

flood &
storm
protection

spiritual

fish

water
supply

cultural

recreation

sports
fishing

biodiversity
products

Think About It!
Which of the following items overlap with freshwater ecosystems?
Which nest? What evidence do you have to confirm your choices?
• Lawn sprinklers
• The nearest interstate
freeway
• A newspaper
MODULE TWO
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• Fish sticks from
the school cafeteria
• Your shampoo

Elwha River Restoration: An Ecological Success Story

45

Elwha River Restoration Project has
accomplished the largest dam removal in
history. Te Elwha and Glines Canyon dams
were built in 1910 and 1925. Te removal of
these dams began in 2011. Today both dams
are gone, the reservoirs have drained, and the
Elwha River fows freely from its headwaters
in the Olympic Mountains to the Strait of
Juan de Fuca. Sediment once trapped behind
the dams is rebuilding river habitats as well
as wetlands, beaches and the estuary – the
zone where freshwater meets salt water at the
river’s mouth. Vegetation is being restored,
and salmon and trout are naturally migrating
past the former dam sites for the frst time in
over 100 years. Located in Olympic National
Park in Washington State, the project has
created a wide range of benefts:

Elwa River Dam Restoration

• Creating Economic Opportunities: Just
as the dams played a role in the history
and economic development of the
area, removing them and restoring the
ecosystem are creating opportunities for
growth and regional vitality.

• Restoring an Ecosystem: Dam removal is
freeing the Elwha River, allowing all fve species
of Pacifc salmon to return to over 70 miles of
habitat. Salmon populations will grow from
3,000 to nearly 400,000. Te return of salmon
and trout is bringing back a vital food source for
bears, eagles, and other animals to an ecosystem
that has been deprived of this resource for 100
years.

• Renewing a Culture: Returning salmon
and a restored river have revitalized the
culture of the Lower Elwha Klallam
Tribe, who have lived along the river
since time immemorial. Tribal members
are now able to access sacred sites that
were once inundated with water, and
cultural traditions are being reborn.

• Building Cooperative Relationships: Te project
has been carried out through a partnership
with the National Park Service, the Lower
Elwha Klallam Tribe, community members and
groups, non-proft organizations, and scientists.

Freshwater Ecosystems
and Patterns of Nature
Like forest ecosystems, freshwater ecosystems

Phytoplankton are microscopic plants that

function by following patterns of nature:

convert sunlight into sugars. These small creatures

nested systems, networks, cycles, energy flow,

are one way that the sun’s energy enters the

development, and dynamic balance.

ecosystem. They provide food for similarly small
animals called zooplankton. Plankton support

The foundation of freshwater ecosystems is

many species within the freshwater food web,

energy flow. Energy from the sun enters the

including fish, reptiles, amphibians, insects,

system through tiny organisms called plankton.

plants, and mammals.
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Think About It!
Based on your knowledge of
freshwater ecosystems, ecosystem
services, and Earth systems in
general, how are nature’s patterns
of nested systems, networks,
cycles, development, and dynamic
balance demonstrated in freshwater
ecosystems? Using the diagram and
examples provided in the Forest
Ecosystems and Sustainability
section above, sketch nested and
overlapping systems in freshwater
systems.

Balancing Water Uses
People and natural ecosystems rely on the same water
supplies. In the past, developing these water supplies
for human purposes has ofen been a higher priority
than preserving supplies for other species. Many
countries are now practicing “environmental fows,”
which ensure that ecosystem water requirements are
met along with human needs. Te International Union
for Conservation of Nature’s Water and Nature Initiative
(WANI) is helping some countries adopt practices that
balance these interests:46
•

•

In Tanzania, the local Pangani River was under
pressure from many competing needs for water,
including a growing population, deforestation,
increased farming and numbers of livestock,
fshing, mining, and hydroelectric power. Basin
Water ofcials, water experts from WANI, and
local community members worked together to
set up a local water use program. Decisions about
water use now take into account the needs of both
the river ecosystem and the community.

and community members worked together
to decide how to manage water for the city of
Bulawayo.
•

In Vietnam, engineers, scientists, and government
ofcials studied water fow in the Huong River
Basin to fnd ways to balance economic needs with
the river ecosystem’s needs. Over 600,000 people
rely on the river for food, water, and income;
the river also supports many species of wildlife.
Te fndings of the water fow studies helped
participants understand how diferent plans for
water use would afect both human and natural
systems. Teir study approach has become part of
other national eforts to balance use of water and
other natural resources with humans’ needs. 47

•

In Tailand, an agreement was created to evaluate
the ways in which development plans would afect
the entire Songkhram River freshwater system,
rather than considering only local impacts. Tis
efort balanced the needs of 1.9 million people
who rely on the river’s fsh for food and income
with the needs of the river ecosystem and larger
development plans.

In South Africa, national water law requires that
water use decisions consider both the needs of
ecosystems and the basic needs of people. Experts
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Respect for Limits:
Overuse of Freshwater Ecosystems
Maintaining a healthy planet requires us to

disposing of waste in rivers and lakes. Pathogens –

recognize that all ecosystems – and ecosystem

disease-causing

services – have limits. Human societies sometimes

agricultural livestock are the leading cause of

push past these limits in meeting our needs and

pollution – the presence of harmful materials in

wants. One way people overuse freshwater

air, water, or soil – in rivers and streams in the

ecosystems is in their removal of water from

U.S.49 Lakes are more likely to be polluted by air

rivers, lakes, and groundwater sources. Over the

contaminants, which fall with rain or by gravity

last one hundred years, the rate of water use has

onto lake surfaces; this link between air quality

population.48

and water quality is one of many examples of the

grown twice as quickly as has the

People can also impact freshwater quality by

microorganisms

–

from

sustainability big idea of interconnectedness.50

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
In 2015, the United Nations adopted sustainable
development goals to inspire action to beneft
people and the planet, bring about prosperity and
peace, and build partnerships. Te goals relating
to ecosystems are the following:

Goal 15: Protect, restore, and promote sustainable
use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage
forests, combat desertifcation, and halt and
reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity
loss.51

Goal 14: Conserve and sustainably use the
oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable
development.
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Sustainability and
Ocean Ecosystems
Earth is sometimes called the Blue Planet,
because more than two-thirds of it is covered
with water. In fact, if you spin a globe so that
the Pacific Ocean faces you, you will see almost
nothing but water. The amount of water found
on Earth is unique among the planets and one of

Pacific Ocean

the reasons why Earth is abundant with life. What
isn’t so obvious is the immense diversity of life
contained within oceans and marine – saltwater –
ecosystems and the vital role those ecosystems
play in the sustainability of the planet.
Earth’s ocean ecosystems vary widely, from
shorelines – where waves crash and the sea
ebbs and flows – to the deep, dark waters close
to the ocean floor. Different parts of oceans vary
in temperature, salinity – the amount of salt in

Think About It!

the water – pressure, density, acidity, dissolved
oxygen content – gaseous oxygen found in

Consider the words “globe” and “planet.” What are the
similarities and differences between the two? Think of yourself as
a global citizen. Now imagine yourself as a citizen of the planet.
Finally, visualize yourself as a part of the web of life.
What similarities and differences do you notice?

water – and amount of light. Yet oceans are
home to a wide variety of organisms that have
adapted to these varying circumstances.
Oceans have inspired humanity for millennia:
storytellers have used oceans’ mystery and
immensity to tell stories; artists have painted,
sculpted, and photographed their beauty;
explorers from many cultures have braved their
vast distances; and scientists have studied their
patterns, systems, and life forms.
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Oceans and Ecosystem Services
Coastal ecosystems are especially valuable to
humanity. Overall, coastal ecosystems make up
only 8% of the planet’s surface but provide 43%
of total ecosystem services.52 Ocean ecosystems
as a whole provide the following ecosystem
services for people:
Life Support: Oceans provide about half of
the world’s oxygen through photosynthesis,
which is carried out by phytoplankton.53 Ocean
ecosystems also cycle nutrients from physical
systems into edible organisms. These ecosystems

Oceans as Commons
Oceans are considered a commons – a resource
that is collectively shared among many people.
Oceans are important to so many nations,
and the actions of one country can affect
what happens in another country’s waters. To
help balance the needs of different countries
and protect the oceans, international treaties
have been adopted. Under the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea, countries
have control over waters less than 200 miles off
their coast, including authority over economic
activities such as fishing or drilling that happen
in the 200-mile band. Managing ocean uses
among different nations can be difficult, since
ocean currents and fish migration patterns take
no notice of national borders. And different
cultures view their relationship with the ocean
differently: cultures like the Baju peoples in
Indonesia and Australian aboriginal peoples
from the Torres Strait have strong cultural links
with the oceans beyond economic benefits like
food supplies.

are also an important part of the planet’s water
cycle and weather systems: most clouds are
formed through evaporation of sea water, and
the massive amount of sea water helps keep
global temperatures even.
Ecosystem Management: Shoreline ecosystems
protect land from storm surges, stabilize
shorelines, and prevent floods and the related
spread of disease. Wetlands – areas between
freshwater and salt water – clean polluted shore
water runoff. Ocean waters absorb about onethird of the atmosphere’s greenhouse gases to
stabilize the climate, making them the world’s
largest carbon sink – a system that absorbs
carbon. The ocean absorbs and processes
waste products.
Products: The planet’s oceans provide an
important source of food and income for many
people in the world. Over one billion people –
about one-seventh of the world’s population –
rely on fish as their source of protein from animals.
This reliance on seafood is especially strong
in developing countries. The fishing industry

commons:

employs over 200 million people.54 Coastal
fishing alone yields at least $34 billion in income

Land or other natural or cultural resources
that belong equally to a community and
are not privately owned.

each year. In addition to serving as food,
ocean organisms are used to make medicines
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Think About It!
Turn the idea of ecosystem services around.
What ecosystem services do people provide
to the creatures in forests, freshwater
ecosystems, oceans, and the overall
planetary systems?

for arthritis, cancer, heart disease, Alzheimer’s
disease, and other ailments. Shells and coral are
sold as jewelry and decorative items, and many
exotic fish are sold for the multi-million dollar
marine aquarium market. People living near the
coast generally are better off financially than
those living inland.55
Cultural Benefits: Health is generally better
in coastal regions as well: life expectancy is
higher in these areas and infant mortality is
lower. The most profitable industry worldwide is
tourism; beaches are among the most popular

in water sports. Many people also find that

destinations. Oceans offer good beaches;

time near the water relaxes or inspires them

open spaces; and recreational opportunities for

and makes them feel connected to something

boating, swimming, walking, and participating

greater than themselves.56

Learning from Nature: Arcata Wetlands Wastewater Treatment
Te city of Arcata, California, has developed a system
to treat their city wastewater that combines traditional
mechanical treatment with one of nature’s own methods:
wetlands. Wetlands and marshes – shallow regions
where freshwater rivers meet the shore – clean river
water before it enters the ocean. Cleaning takes place
through several natural processes. Te fow of water is
slowed down through the shallow marshes, allowing
solids to settle out. Algae feed on any biological waste
in the water; downstream, the algae settle out. Te
entire area is a wildlife sanctuary, visited by thousands
of migratory birds representing over 300 species.57

Arcata Wetlands

Think About It!
Prepare a bubble diagram showing the ocean ecosystem services above, and others you can
think of. Use the bubble diagrams shown in the Forest Ecosystem Services and Freshwater
Ecosystem Services sections as examples.
MODULE TWO
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Think About It!
Based on your knowledge of ocean
ecosystems, ecosystem services, and Earth
systems in general, how are nature’s
patterns of nested systems, networks,
cycles, development, and dynamic balance
demonstrated in ocean ecosystems? How
do you think the sun’s energy is converted
into a usable form in ocean ecosystems?

Oceans and Patterns of Nature

catch; these organisms are known as bycatch.

Ocean ecosystems, like other ecosystems,

Although these fish are thrown back overboard,

follow patterns of nature: nested systems,

many do not survive. A report released by

networks, cycles, energy flow, development,

the United Nations Food and Agriculture

and dynamic balance. Ecosystem services are

Organization in 2011 states that almost one

provided through these patterns. Powering the

third of the world’s fish stocks are overexploited,

ecosystems is energy from the sun. How would

depleted, or recovering.58 These fish are taken

these patterns of nature apply to an ecosystem

from oceans more quickly than they can

near where you live?

reproduce and replace their populations.

Respect for Limits: Overuse of Ocean
Ecosystem

Pollution: Most pollution in the ocean comes

It is important to respect the limits of ocean

release polluted wastewater into the ocean.

ecosystems. Because the oceans are so

This pollution can be ingested by sea life, usually

immense, they may seem inexhaustible

when the pollution settles to the ocean floor

and immune to human activities. The

and is taken in by bottom-feeding organisms.

evidence shows us that this belief simply is

When these organisms are eaten, the pollution

not true. Because so many people live near

becomes concentrated and accumulates in

oceans and rely on them in so many ways,

the larger animals. Animals at the top of the

these ecosystems show signs of stress. By

food chain such as swordfish can end up with

understanding our connection to Earth’s

very high levels of pollutants in their systems. This

oceans, we can begin to manage ocean

process is called bioaccumulation.

from land-based activities. Some factories

resources in sustainable ways to protect our
seas for future generations. The following topics

Agricultural waste runoff is a serious source

show some ways in which human societies

of ocean pollution. Fertilizer, eroded soil, and

are pushing the boundaries of healthy ocean

animal waste flow into rivers, greatly increasing

systems.

the amount of nitrogen and phosphorous in the
water. These materials provide a burst of food

Overfishing: Many fish populations are being

for algae, which reproduce rapidly. The algae

overfished, including tuna, salmon, halibut, and

consume much of the oxygen in the water,

cod populations. In addition to catching fish to

making the oxygen unavailable for fish and

sell for food, some industrial fishing operations

other aquatic life.

capture other species along with their intended
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Another source of pollution is stormwater runoff -snowmelt or rainfall that flows over impenetrable
surfaces such as roads. Runoff carries pollutants
such as car oil or fertilizers into streams, rivers,
lakes, or to the ocean directly. In fact, the
largest source of oil in oceans comes not from
catastrophic oil spills but from stormwater runoff.
This pollution can sicken or kill marine organisms
or stimulate too much algae growth that can
eventually lead to the death of some marine
species.
Trash is another important kind of ocean
pollution. Plastic bags, soda bottles, old shoes,
balloons, cigarette butts, and medical waste
can be disposed of – often improperly – on
land and washed out to sea. Sea birds and fish

the genetic diversity of the wild species.

mistake the trash for food. Birds and sea turtles

Aquaculture may contribute to the spread of

can get tangled up in soda can holders.

invasive species – species that are not native to
an area. They disrupt ecosystems and threaten
the survival of native species.

aquaculture:
Breeding, raising, and harvesting
aquatic plants and animals.

invasive species:
A species that is nonnative
to an ecosystem and is likely
to cause environmental or
economic harm.

Aquaculture: Aquaculture is the farming of
fish, shellfish, and kelp. Large-scale seafood
production is emerging all over the world.
Aquaculture can be an efficient method to
produce large amounts of protein for human
consumption and may alleviate pressure on
wild fish populations. It creates jobs, supports
local economies, and provides one-third of all
fish consumed.59 But there are some downsides
to aquaculture. Farmed fish are confined to
tight quarters and are therefore vulnerable to
disease and parasites. Farmed fish lack the
genetic variation of their wild counterparts and

Coastal Development: The urbanization of a
coastal area may involve road construction,
housing development, port and marina
activities, mining, agriculture, and a variety of
other human activities. Coastal development
can reduce, fragment, or degrade coastal
habitats and reduce the populations of marine
plants and animals.

can escape and breed with wild fish, reducing
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Think About It!
How do Earth Charter
principles apply to the limits
of using ocean ecosystems?

Climate Change: Scientists have clearly

Offshore Drilling: Most nations are still dependent

concluded

changing

on oil and natural gas for transportation fuels and

Earth’s climate by releasing large amounts of

that

electricity production. Oil and gas companies

greenhouse gases – compounds that trap heat

have increasingly turned to underwater deposits.

atmosphere.60

humans

are

There are five major areas

The question of who has rights to sub-ocean

of concern in oceans resulting from climate

resources is problematic. The use of ocean

change: rising ocean temperatures, melting

resources affects everyone who depends on

polar ice, rising sea levels, changing currents,

the ocean commons. The extraction of oil and

and increasing ocean acidification.

natural gas can be harmful to marine ecosystems

in the

and the human systems that depend on them,
as evidenced by the Deepwater Horizon oil spill
in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010.

Impacts of the British Petroleum Deepwater Oil Spill
In April 2010, forty miles of the coast of Louisiana, there
miles of shoreline. Tousands of birds were coated in
was a gas explosion on an ofshore drilling rig owned by
oil, and a majority died as a result of the exposure.
British Petroleum (BP) called Deepwater Horizon. Te
Hundreds of dead mammals and turtles were collected.
explosion killed eleven
Coral reefs appeared stressed
people and started a fre
and discolored. Important
that lasted for hours until
bird-nesting habitat on nearby
the rig fnally sank. Te
islands was lost. Dolphins are
explosion also caused a
experiencing high rates of serious
break in the oil pipeline,
health problems associated with
releasing over 3 million
exposure to oil. Balls of oil
barrels of crude oil into
continue to wash up onshore.62
the Gulf of Mexico over a
Te cleanup efort was enormous.
period of three months –
Te boom – a temporary foating
the largest offshore
barrier – used to absorb and
environmental disaster
Aerial photo of BP oil spill
contain the spill stretched for
in U.S. history.61
2,500 miles. At the peak period
Te BP oil spill had devastating environmental impacts
of the response, 6,500 boats and 48,000 people were
on the Gulf Coast. Oil washed up along hundreds of
working to clean up the spill.63
(cont. on next page)
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Impacts of the British Petroleum Deepwater Oil Spill
Te BP oil spill has had ongoing efects on the region.
Tourists are returning to local beaches, but some people
who make their living by fshing are still struggling.
Many communities on the Gulf Coast earn most of
their income by extracting fsh, shrimp, and shellfsh
from the sea. Consumers no longer worry whether
seafood from the region is safe. However, sea life
populations are lower than they were before the spill.
Oyster and crab populations are down by about 25%,
although it is difcult to know for sure whether the oil
spill caused the decline.64
Te harm done to the economy of these Gulf Coast
communities has made a deep impact on the lives of
their residents. Psychologists have noticed distinct

(cont.)

increases in stress-related behavior among local
residents. In places where the livelihood of their entire
community has disappeared, people are struggling
to survive. In addition to the stress of being without
a source of income, Gulf Coast residents now face the
additional stresses of defaulting on loans and being
unable to aford essential supplies for themselves and
their families.
In 2015, British Petroleum agreed to pay $20.8 billion
for restoration work and fnes. Tese penalties represent
the largest fnancial settlement paid by one company
and the largest amount paid to repair damage to natural
resources in the history of U.S. law enforcement.65

Think About It!
How do we balance human wants and needs with the rights of other species to exist? Are human needs
more important than those of other living beings? What knowledge and values support your view?

Revisiting Sustainability and the Web of Life
Humans can push past our connections with nature
up to a point. We can plant single crops across huge
felds, even though that isn’t how nature does it. Nature
mixes lots of plants – and animals – together. Our single
plantings will need pesticides and fertilizers and lots of
irrigation water. But that will work for a while. We can
clear-cut forests to harvest wood for houses and paper
products. We can run engines that produce air pollution.
We can pump water out of underground supplies. We
can break a few strands in the web. But at some point,
we can’t break any more strands. Ultimately, our actions
and choices are always bound by the laws and principles
of nature. Seeing ourselves as part of the web grounds us
within the laws of the natural world and encourages us
to learn and practice the ways in which nature sustains
life. Following these patterns of nature can improve the
quality of life for humans and other species, now and
into the future.
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Urban Ecosystems
The idea of an urban ecosystem may seem odd –
aren’t ecosystems found in nature? To answer
this question, we can first recognize that cities
are systems – groups of interrelated parts working
together to fulfill a function. Systems tend to nest

Urban Ecosystems

within other systems and overlap with others. It
is easy to see that cities nest within the broader
system of human society. And there are clearly
natural systems cities must nest within: water
supply, energy from the sun, and food supply
are examples.

Nature
Human
Society
Cities

People have developed cities, agriculture,
manufacturing processes, and governmental
systems to work out the same basic needs
that we share with other animals: food, water,
shelter, and safety. Our advanced thinking
and planning skills, language, ability to use
tools, and ability to work together to develop
group cooperation and culture has helped our
species survive and flourish without the claws,
teeth, superior hearing or vision, and speed on
which many other species rely. Seen in this way,
human culture is not so different from the rest of
nature. Besides, if thinking skills and culture are
human adaptations to support survival, don’t
they fall within nature?

Urban Ecosystems and Ecosystem Services
We can think of urban ecosystems as an extension
of changes and adaptations other species make
to their ecosystems to meet their needs for food,
water, shelter, and safety. These changes and
adaptations include birds’ nests, relationships
between species, beaver dams, and even use
of coconut shells for shelter by small octopuses.
When we look at human adaptations to our

Think About It!

environment like building cities, farms, and water

Draw a diagram showing systems in cities that nest within or
overlap with natural systems. Where do people – including
you – fit into the diagram? Can you think of any city systems
that operate outside nature? Of what systems are you part?
How can you tell?

collection systems, we can see similarities with
ecosystem services.
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Think About It!
Urban ecosystems deliver the results of
building soil, conducting photosynthesis,
and cycling nutrients. How are urban
ecosystem methods similar to or different
from ecosystems not created by humans? Are
life support services generated within cities,
or do cities manage services provided by
natural systems? Do cities contribute to the
overall well-being of the planet to the same
degree as do natural systems?

• Supporting life: participating in
the exchange of oxygen and
carbon dioxide and nutrient
cycles.
• Managing the environment:
stabilizing the climate, preventing
floods and the spread of disease,
absorbing and processing waste
products, and cleaning water.
• Providing goods: generating
food, water, wood, and fiber.
• Sustaining

culture:

offering

opportunities for recreation,
beauty, and spirituality.66

systems to provide these services. Some cities

Life Support: Life support includes building soil,

in developing countries continue to struggle to

conducting photosynthesis, and cycling nutrients.

provide these services.

Cities – urban ecosystems – can be thought of
as systems that overlap with farm systems, which

Products: Products can certainly be found in

interact with the soil and manage photosynthesis.

cities: much of city landscapes are devoted

Ecosystem

Management:

Perhaps

the

fundamental purpose of cities is to manage
ecosystems. Ecosystem management services
include stabilizing the climate, preventing floods
and the spread of disease, absorbing and
processing waste products, and cleaning water.
Modern cities do provide most of these services.
Stormwater collection systems, including gutters
on streets, collect and dispose of rainwater,
preventing floods. Modern sanitation has resulted

to shops and markets. Billboards and pervasive
advertising encourage constant consumption
of goods and products. Among these products
and services are many that meet the basic
needs of food, water, shelter, and security. These
services are mostly provided through trade and
commerce: goods in cities are for sale. Cities
provide housing; clean water; heating and
cooling; grocery stores, restaurants, cooking
fuel and equipment; clothing stores; and

in significant health improvements around the
world. Hospitals, healthcare systems, modern
medicine, and knowledge about nutrition
and exercise all contribute to preventing the
spread of disease. Cities have sewers, industrial
wastewater

collection,

and

wastewater

treatment systems to provide sanitation – the
safe disposal of human waste. Trash collection
removes garbage. Fresh drinking water is
cleaned and delivered by city systems. And
while cities may not actually stabilize the climate,
city dwellers often contribute to climate change
less than more rural residents do.67 Cities in most
industrialized countries have well-developed
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Urban Ecosystems and
the Patterns of Nature
The patterns of nature apply to urban
ecosystems as well as to wild ecosystems. Here
are some ways these patterns can be seen in
cities:
Flow: As in all ecosystems, energy ultimately flows
from the sun. People, like other animals, rely on

Think About It!

other organisms to use photosynthesis to convert

Do you think that cities provide ecosystem services? Are these
benefits available equally to all members of an urban ecosystem?
Who does and does not benefit, and why? Can you think of ways
these examples benefit other species or the overall life support
systems of the planet?

the sun’s energy into a form we can use. Even the
fossil fuels that power most of industrial society
come from sunlight captured by ancient plants
and algae. These organisms were compressed
and heated over time, converting their form into
oil, natural gas, and coal.

transportation to support all of these services –
and all at a cost. Ultimately, these services are
delivered through goods provided from nature.
Water is collected by broad systems of reservoirs,
wells, pipes, pumps, and plumbing. Through
advertising and conspicuous consumption –
buying and using luxurious goods to create
an image of high status – cities can tend to
encourage overconsumption.

Networks: Cities rely on many linked systems
to meet residents’ survival needs, such as
agricultural systems and systems of trade that
supply building supplies and heating fuel, and
so on.
Nested Systems: Urban ecosystems rely on the
broad planetary systems like the water cycle.
Also, many species of plants and animals have

Cultural Benefits: The arts – theater, music, visual
arts, museums, street art, poetry and more – tend
to thrive in cities. Cities are often intellectual
centers as well, bringing together people of
diverse points of view with expressive voices.
Cities often have diverse religious communities
to meet residents’ spiritual needs.

adapted to living in urban environments, nesting
cities within the larger biological system. To bring
the experience of nature closer and remind us
of our connection with other living things, citydwellers build parks and green spaces.
Seeing cities as part of natural systems can
help people feel interconnected with nature.

Since ecosystem services are defined as
benefits humans receive from the environment,
these examples do seem to show that urban
ecosystems do provide ecosystem services.
Humans have used our survival skills – the ability
to think and plan, use tools, and work together
to create social networks – to shape the energy
and materials provided by nature to meet our
needs. Maybe humans are not so separate from
nature after all.
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This sense of interconnection can contribute to
developing a sustainability worldview.

Think About It!
What other examples can you think of to
demonstrate the natural patterns of flow,
networks, and nested system in urban
ecosystems? How are cycles, development,
and dynamic balance demonstrated in
cities? Consider both natural and social
or cultural systems.
FacingTheFuture.org

Think About It!
The web of life supports living organisms across
the planet. At the same time, this deep level of
interconnectedness – along with several of nature’s
patterns – tell us that changes in one part of the web are
likely to create change in other parts of the web. These
changes can lead to the kinds of impacts we have seen
in the discussions about overuse of different ecosystems.
In the following examples, consider how changes in one
part of the web have affected interconnected organisms or
systems. What patterns of nature could have contributed
to these interconnected impacts? How might these kinds of
issues be prevented – or solutions be developed – by using
patterns of nature?

Respect for Limits:
Overuse of Urban Ecosystems
Urban ecosystems exist within nature and must
follow nature’s patterns. The topics below show
some ways that cities press up against the limits
of nature’s systems.
Air Pollution: Large cities concentrate people,
cars, and sometimes factories. Air pollution is
typically higher in cities than in surrounding rural
areas.
Urban Heat Islands: Organic materials – trees,
grasses, animals – are made of large proportions

•
•
•
•
•

of water. Urban building materials – often
concrete, asphalt, and steel – are dry. These dry
materials warm up more quickly than do more
moist natural materials. For this reason, densely
built environments in cities can become warmer
than the more open, rural, organic environments

Recognizing the widespread interconnections among living
things, what kinds of questions should society ask when we
introduce new technologies, materials, or practices into
the social and natural systems?

around them. Hotter urban areas are called
heat islands. Roofs and pavements can warm 27
to 50°C (50 to 90°F) higher than the surrounding
air. In cities with one million or more people, the
yearly average temperature is often 1 to 3°C
(1.8 to 5.4°F) warmer than in surrounding areas.68
These hotter temperatures require more energy
to keep residents cool, resulting in increased air
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions; the
increased heat can also cause heat-related
health problems like heat stroke.
Inequity and Poverty: While urban ecosystems
offer many ecosystem services, they are not
given for free as they are in natural ecosystems.
In the United States, the percentage of people
living in poverty in cities – 25 to 42% – is much
higher than the national average of 15.9%.69 In
other parts of the world, the reverse is true: in
2002, three times more of the world’s people
living in poverty lived outside of cities than in
them.70 Urban poverty makes it harder to benefit
from the services that cities provide, increasing
a lack of equity – or equal access to resources –
among the urban poor.

MODULE TWO

Deforestation
Overuse of freshwater supplies
Climate change
Offshore oil drilling
Poverty in cities
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Sustainability Big Idea: Well-Being
In learning about sustainability issues, we need to take
in information about the state of the planet. Some of
this information is inspiring and hopeful. Some of
this information is sad and even frightening. While it
is important for us all to understand how the planet
works and how our actions can contribute to a healthy
planet, we also need to take good care of ourselves.
Staying strong and positive helps us process challenging
information and choose our responses wisely. Some
ways to process the difcult emotions that can come up
when working with sustainability issues include:
Allow yourself time to feel sad, afraid, or angry: It can
be uncomfortable to feel these feelings, but they are
understandable reactions to learning about harm to the
planet. Talk to friends, family, teachers, or others about
your feelings.
Spend time in nature: Most people feel a sense of peace
or even healing when they spend time outside. Tis
response makes sense if we think of nature as our home –
a place of belonging and comfort. Time outside in the
sunshine, in a garden, in wild areas, or even tending to
potted plants can help you feel connected with other
living things. It is an amazing world. Try to get out in it.
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Use the energy of your emotions: Try not to be
overwhelmed by strong feelings. Use the energy these
strong emotions generate to create the world you want.
Do what matters to you: Tere is a need for every kind
of skill in the service of creating a safe and just world for
all, forever. Scientists and engineers have important roles
to play in understanding ecology and developing new
technologies. Government leaders can create new laws.
Educators can help others learn about sustainability.
Artists, musicians, writers, and flmmakers can inspire
us to see the world in new ways. What are you good at
and what do you love to do?
Build community: Find friends, classmates, family
members, or community members who share your
views. Talk with them about issues in your community
and actions you can take.
Take action: We generally feel stronger when we are
working for something we believe in rather than
passively accepting problems as too big or too far away
to change. And individual and community-level actions
not only improve local conditions – they ofen drive
global change.
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Building Sustainability Skills:
Using Systems Thinking to Make Good Decisions
Systems are groups of components in which
the parts work together as a unified whole to

behavior over time graph:

accomplish some purpose. Studying a system

A systems thinking tool that focuses on system
change over time in order to reveal patterns
and help predict possible outcomes.

over time helps us see how it changes. The
system may operate in a routine way over hours,
seasons, or years, and it may change in new
ways if conditions change. Studying a system
over time can help us understand what factors
affect system behavior and what underlying
causes may be driving that behavior. This
information can help us predict how a system
may operate in the future, leading to better
decision-making.
A tool for studying system behavior over time
is the behavior over time graph (BOTG). Many
systems follow common patterns of change.
When we see a system following one of these
patterns, we have a better chance of predicting
its future behavior. The graphs show time on the
horizontal x-axis and the variable being studied
on the vertical y-axis. They often include a best-fit
or trend line to make the changes in the variable
more obvious. Let’s look at three common types
of system change, with examples drawn from
forest and freshwater ecosystems.
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us fit information into understandable patterns.
For example, the figure below shows that wood
product usage generally increased each
decade from 1960 to 1990. Wood use increased
by about seven million metric tons per decade.
We can draw a straight line that approximately
represents the data. We can use this information
to predict that, if conditions remain the same,
wood product usage will continue to increase
at the same rate in the future. If conditions
change, we can also use the graph to try to
forecast how wood usage might change.

Linear Change

Use the chart to consider the following questions:

Linear change means that the change takes
place by the same amount over each time

• How much wood would you expect
to be used 2000?

period. In the real world, measurements rarely
show change that is exactly linear. However,

• If wildfires decreased the amount

by drawing a trend line, we can see that a

of wood available for harvesting by

straight line reasonably represents the data.

10%, how would wood production

A trend line lets us set up a model of the real

likely be affected?

world; simplifying actual data in this way helps
• Suppose you were a forest manager
responsible for wood harvesting. If

Linear Growth of U.S. Annual Wood Product Use

actual wood production were 60
million metric tons in 2000, how would
the above graph help you plan?

100
90
80

Exponential Growth

70

Wood Use
per Year
(million
metric
tons)

60

Exponential growth is much faster than linear

50

growth. It takes place when a condition

40

changes at the same percent rate over a given

30

period of time. For example, the water hyacinth,

20

an aggressive invasive plant species found in

10
0

many places around the world, doubles its size
1960

1970

1980

every six to eighteen days.72 This is a 100% growth

1990

rate during that period. Assuming a twelve-day
doubling period beginning with one square foot

Source: U.S. Geological Survey71

of water hyacinth, the next graph shows the
exponential growth of this plant.
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Here is what exponential growth looks like in a waterway.

Consider the following scenarios:
• Imagine that you are a botanist –

Exponential Growth of Water Hyacinth

a scientist who studies plants. You
visit a river, and see a small number
of water hyacinth floating on the

300,000,000

water. If you had the information

250,000,000

shown in the graph above, what
action might you take? How urgent
would your action be? Why?
• To get a feel for exponential

Square
Feet of
Plant
Growth

200,000,000
150,000,000
100,000,000

growth, try this exercise. Start with
the number 1; double it. Keep

50,000,000

doubling your results: 1, 2, 4, 8, and
-

so on. How many steps does it take

5

to reach a number greater than

15

20

Days

1,000? Greater than 100,000?
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Exponential Decay
Exponential decay is similar to exponential
growth, but the starting amount decreases by
a fixed percentage every time period. Suppose
you own a 1,295 hectare (5 square mile) stand
of trees. You decide to clear-cut 30% of your
available trees per year, thinking that regrowth
and replanting will replenish your supply. But
your trees only recover by 10%, so you actually
lose 20% of your tree stock per year. The figure
below shows what will happen to your stock of
available trees.
Using the above graph, consider these scenarios:
• If you did not have the information in
the above graph, how many years
of clear-cutting do you think it would
take before you noticed the decline
in your forest stock?
• If you changed your harvesting
approach to selective harvesting
and matched your harvest rate to
the forest’s rate of regrowth, how
would the above graph change?
What type of behavior over time
graph would you then have?

Exponential Decay of Harvestable Forest Area

• Can you think of other examples of
linear growth, exponential growth,

1400

or exponential decay? How could

1200

information about the growth
patterns help you make good

1000

Harvestable
Hectares

decisions in these situations?

800

Studying these graphs can help people predict
600

future events. We can assume that conditions
will stay the same and events will change as the

400

graphs predict. Or we can evaluate courses of
200

action that can lead to a different outcome.
We might want to prevent exponential growth
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or decline; understanding that such growth was

28 30

a possible outcome could help us identify ways
to change the system to change the outcome.
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Youth Profile

Kyle Thiermann
Professional surfer Kyle Thiermann sees the

plastic debris out of landfills and other storage

uniting force of oceans as an opportunity to

facilities and into the oceans, only to wash

inspire change. Kyle’s travels

up on the shores of islands

around the world opened

like Hawaii. Sea creatures

his eyes to environmental

may mistake plastic debris

issues that threaten surfing

for food; millions of sea birds

communities. In response,

die each year because

he created a popular series

they mistake plastic bags for

of short films called “Surfing

jellyfish.

for Change” that showcases
everyday solutions to protect

In 2011, Kyle won the Brower

the oceans and the people

Youth Award for his “Surfing

who depend on them.

for

Kyle Thiermann

In one of his films, Kyle shows

Change”

series.

He

continues to create films and
speak at high schools and

the importance of choosing reusable water

universities on the importance of keeping

bottles and bags over plastic alternatives.

our oceans healthy, supporting responsible

He tracks one plastic bag from California to

business practices, and keeping small surfing

Hawaii, where plastic debris is piling up on

communities afloat.

the beaches of Oahu. Wind often carries
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in soil, promoting better growth of the remaining
trees. This method of logging differs from clearcut logging, in which all trees are cut during a
single harvest.
New technologies are helping limit illegal logging
by making it easier to trace the origins of wood
products. Ranging from spray-on markers –
visible only with special viewing devices – to
smart phone-based systems that track products
at each step of processing to improved paperbased records, these measures ensure people

Pathways to Progress
Adopting

Good

Forest

Practices

do not mistakenly buy illegally harvested wood.
and

Technologies: Logging can be sustainable
so as to achieve balance between society’s
demands

for

forest

products

and

the

preservation of forest health and diversity. Good
forestry practices can include paying attention
to how forest ecosystems naturally function
and understanding that humans are part of the
system.

Forest management should include

biodiversity, conservation, and wildlife goals.

In developing nations where there is high demand
for wood as fuel for heating and cooking,
other new technologies can be encouraged.
An example is the use of fuel-efficient stoves
to replace traditional wood-burning stoves.
Because these stoves burn more efficiently, less
wood is required. They also channel smoke out of
the cooking space, reducing illness in those who
inhale the vapors and emitting fewer pollutants
into the air.

Reducing logging impacts can include selective
harvesting, in which only a portion of the forest
is cut each year. Selective harvesting leaves
many standing trees for habitat and recreation
and for converting carbon dioxide into oxygen.
Selective harvesting also retains more nutrients

Developing Sustainable Fisheries: Improved
fisheries management programs are having
a positive effect. These programs implement
scientific practices to determine maximum
catches to enable fish populations to thrive.
Programs work with fishers and seafood
distributors and help educate consumers. The
Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certifies
that fish are caught at levels that allow fish
populations and their ecosystems to remain
healthy and productive. Certified fish are
marked with the Council’s blue label.73

Courtesy of the Marine Stewardship Council
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Informing Seafood Consumers: Another source
of information on sustainable seafood is the

o

Monterey Bay Aquarium’s Seafood Watch

Use fewer wood products. Paper,
packaging, and lumber are typically

Program; the program has a searchable

made from wood. People can

database of many varieties of fish with

build smaller homes, use reclaimed

information on topics such as fishing practices

lumber, use different materials -- such

and species endangerment statuses. It also

as some kinds of bamboo or clay --

has information to help you decide whether

for construction, and use recycled

you should avoid eating particular kinds of fish,

paper.

and, if so, what alternatives are available. It
provides region-specific pocket guides and an

o

application for mobile devices.

Avoid the use of products made
from endangered species, including
tropical woods, ivory, shark, and

Labeling Storm Drains: It is important to keep

coral.

pollutants out of storm drains. People may
o

not think about chemicals going into natural

Buy

certified

forest

products.

waterways when they wash their cars, pour

Individuals and businesses can assure

used engine oil into the gutter, or fertilize their

they are using wood products that

lawns. Many people believe runoff water gets

are grown sustainably by purchasing

treated and cleaned after going into a storm

products that have been certified

drain. In most areas it does not. To increase

by the Forest Stewardship Council

awareness, storm drain labeling projects are

(FSC). The FSC’s mission is to promote

being implemented to label storm drains with

environmentally

the name of the waterway to which they

beneficial,

drain. These projects are simple and effective

prosperous management of the

ways to remind people that their actions affect

world’s forests. Their vision is to meet

waterways.

the current needs for forest products

and

sound,

socially

economically

without compromising the health
Taking Part in Beach Cleanup Days: Simply putting

of the world’s forests for future

trash in waste receptacles or recycle bins can help

generations. When it’s time to buy

ocean ecosystems. School and other community

wood products, look for the FSC

groups can participate in adopt-a-beach

certification.

programs and other local cleanup days –
they really help.

What You Can Do
• Change consumption habits.
o

Challenge your ideas of wants and
needs, recognizing that everything
comes from nature – and will have to
go back to nature at some point.
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o

Use a sustainable seafood guide such

• Enjoy nature.

as the Monterey Seafood Guide when

o

o

o

Get to know your local forest, ocean,

shopping for seafood at a grocery

freshwater, and urban outdoor areas

story or ordering at a restaurant.

and enjoy them for recreation.

Limit plastic use. Avoid plastic

o

Get in the habit of noticing – and

bags, unnecessary packaging, and

enjoying – nature all around you,

disposable water bottles. Since these

whether you live in the city, the

materials do not break down in nature –

suburbs, or the country. Nature is

or, if they do break down, they do

always right there, as close as your

so very slowly – they can pollute any

own breath, senses, movement,

ecosystem. Make sure any plastic you

and appetite. See what other

use is properly recycled, if possible, or

co-inhabitants of the natural world

securely disposed of.

you can spot during your day.

Reduce energy consumption. Less

o

Notice expressions of nonliving

energy use can reduce the push for

planetary systems – like the water

offshore oil and natural gas drilling.

cycle, various material cycles, and

Many aspects of fossil fuel energy

energy flows – and consider how they

use – including fuel extraction and

support your life and well- being.

electricity production – use a great

• Speak out. Advocate for the conservation of

deal of freshwater; reducing direct

endangered species and forest habitat.

use of fossil fuels in transportation or
heating and electricity usage will also

• Volunteer. Look for local programs supporting

benefit freshwater ecosystems.

sustainability and leadership.

• Care for your local beach. Leave no trace
when you visit the beach, and volunteer for
beach cleanup.

• Examine your worldview and the worldviews
of those around you. Consider knowledge,
abilities, values, and behavior.

Think About It!
How can you use these
sustainability big ideas and
the Earth Charter Principles
discussed above to address
other sustainability issues?
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Essential Questions For This Unit
1. What is the meaning and value of
biodiversity?
2. How can humans support biodiversity?
3. How can humans apply principles of
diversity to social systems?
MODULE TWO
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Unit 2

Sharing the Planet: Understanding Our
Place on a Diverse Planet

Introduction to Biodiversity
We have a special responsibility to the
ecosystem of this planet. In making
sure that other species survive, we will
be ensuring the survival of our own.
– Wangari Maathai (2004 Nobel Peace
Prize Laureate and founder of the
Kenyan Green Belt Movement)

Think About It!
This unit focuses on biodiversity. Break
this word apart: “bio” and “diversity.”
What other words start with “bio”? What
do you think “bio” means? What does the
word “diversity” mean to you? If you put
the two meanings together, what is your
personal definition of biodiversity?

Life on Earth
For billions of years, life on Earth was simple: it

supported evolution in the creation of millions

consisted only of single-celled aquatic organisms.

of unique organisms adapted to different

But in the last few hundred million years, life has

environments.74 It likely took one billion years of

grown more complex and diverse. This change

evolution for simple bacteria to evolve into more

in biology over time is referred to as evolution.

complex creatures.75

Natural selection and genetic mutation have
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Over 240 million years ago, Earth’s continents
split and drifted apart.

Think About It!

Within continents,

geographic barriers like mountain ranges and

What does it mean to be alive? What separates living from
nonliving things? How would you define life?

rivers further separated populations of species.
As a result, species on each continent and in
geographically isolated areas continued to
evolve separately as they adapted to their
unique surroundings.

biosphere:

All of these species make up the biosphere – all

Te global ecological system, including all living
things, their relationships, and their interactions
with the nonliving planetary systems like the
water cycle and solar energy fow.

the living organisms that share Earth at any time.
It includes animals, plants, microorganisms, fungi,
and algae. Humans are relative newcomers to
the biosphere, developing around 200,000 years
ago. This timeframe puts humans on Earth for
only 0.004% of the planet’s history.76

What is Biodiversity?

Think About It!

Earth’s variety of life is known as biological

Find a quiet spot outside and spend some time noticing natural
occurrences around you: clouds, wind, patterns of sunlight and
shadow, any living things – even insects or “volunteer” plants growing
in unlikely places. Observe any insect or animal life: what occupies
them? Do you see any evidence of a food web or shelter? See if you
can focus only on your senses rather than on your thoughts. Notice
the information coming in through your senses of sight, hearing, and
smell. What parts of your sense of touch are active: temperature,
pressure, or texture? Notice how you feel after keying in on your
senses. Does the everyday act of inhabiting your body feel any
different? Do your senses feel the same or different? Are you curious
about what you might observe or experience on another day?

diversity, or biodiversity. It is the variability among
living organisms from all sources, terrestrial and
aquatic. The more variety of life there is within a
given area, the higher the biodiversity. Scientists
study biodiversity at three levels: genetic diversity
within a species, diversity between different
species, and ecosystem diversity. Each level
reveals information about the health of our planet.

Ecosystem Diversity
An ecosystem is a community of organisms
and the physical environment they inhabit.
The types of species, physical characteristics
present, and how these elements interact
distinguish what type of ecosystem they are.
Ecosystem diversity refers to the variety of
ecosystem types found within a given region –

biodiversity:

even in cities. For example, San Francisco, U.S.,

Te ecosystem, species, and genetic variability
among living things in a particular area or
across the planet.

contains woodland, forest, grassland, wetland,
river, ocean, coastal scrub, and dune ecosystems –
giving it a high level of ecosystem diversity.
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species:
A group of individual organisms
with similar characteristics that
can produce ofspring.

Species Diversity
Species diversity refers to the number and

There are about 2 million species currently known

abundance of different species found within

to science, although it is believed that many

an area. Species are groups of individuals with

species have not yet been identified. Scientists

similar characteristics that can breed together.

do not know how many species there may be

This is what most people think of when they talk

on Earth: estimates range from 2 million to 100

about biodiversity. High species diversity exists

million.77 The figure below shows the estimated

when there are a large number of species in a

numbers of known and unknown animal species.

given area such as a pond that contains many
different types of fish, frogs, turtles, and algae.
Tropical ecosystems contain higher species
diversity than is found in other temperate
ecosystems.

Number of Known and Estimated Unknown Animal Species Globally 78
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Genetic Diversity
Genetic diversity exists where there are a
variety of genetic traits within a single species
or population. A single species has high genetic
diversity when individuals within the species have
a wide range of genes. As a result, individuals
may look or behave quite differently from one
another. A species with high genetic diversity is
generally more resilient, or able to withstand
change. For example, if a virus attacks a
species of apple tree that has significant genetic
variation, it is more likely that some of the trees

Think About It!

will possess traits that enable them to survive
the virus. If the apple species has little variation,

Think about a place you have been to, such as a city park,
national park, your or a friend’s backyard, a wildlife
refuge, a vacant lot, or elsewhere. Do you think it had
low, medium, or high biodiversity? What evidence can you
recall that gives you your answer?

there is greater risk that most of the trees will
be vulnerable to the virus, making the species’
chance of survival much slimmer.

Get a Life!
Te basic building block of biodiversity is life – or lives.
How life started is a big mystery. Scientists have theories
but do not actually know how life on Earth began.

alive at any given time.80 Add to that the estimated
300 octillion (1030) bacteria on the ocean foor alone.81
Tat’s a lot of lives!

It has been almost four billion years since the frst
spark of life on Earth.79 Scientists estimate that our
planet is home to millions of species of living creatures.
While we tend to notice larger mammals and birds
most ofen, it is the smaller creatures that are found
in big numbers. Populations of some of these species
are astounding: there are an estimated 10 quintillion
(1018 or 10,000,000,000,000,000,000) individual insects

Te truly amazing thing about this staggeringly high
number of lives is… you got one! We can easily forget
how incredible it is that we can feel the warm sun on our
faces, take a deep breath of air, quench our thirst with
cool water, and smile at a friend. Are you any less a part
of nature than any bear in the forest, a sparrow pecking
at a seed, or a dandelion pushing up between cracks in
the sidewalk? How does nature live through you?
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Western Australia, New Zealand, the Pacific
Coast of the U.S., the southeastern U.S., and
Hawaii.

82

How Diverse is Diverse?
When you compare a single microbe and a
giraffe, it is easy to notice the many obvious
differences. And while these differences are
real, they hide many fundamental similarities
that living organisms share. All living things

Diversity Across
the Planet

take in food from their environments. Almost
all living things respire – or breathe – in some
way. All living things are based on cell structure

Measuring Diversity

and carry out similar processes to maintain life.

Scientists measure species biodiversity by

Certainly life has taken many forms to adapt to

counting the number and species of organisms

the various ecosystems and conditions across

at several locations within a given area – usually

the planet – this variety gives us biodiversity. But

a smaller area like a section of forest or a

in understanding how much we share with other

hillside. From this data, the scientists estimate the

living creatures, we also can see deep unity with

average number of organisms and species per

all of life.

square meter or square kilometer. This average
is the diversity index of that area. Biodiversity
indexes allow people to compare the biodiversity

Value of Biodiversity

of different areas. A higher diversity index means

The value of biodiversity is far-reaching and

more biodiversity.

includes benefits for the environment, the
economy, agriculture, medicine, industry,

Biodiversity Hotspots

culture – and for the diverse species themselves.

Areas with very high diversity indexes are known
as biodiversity hotspots. These hotspots are home

Economic Value

to a large number of species or unique species

Agriculture: Biodiversity provides a range of

not found elsewhere. Some hotspots include

genetic traits in agricultural crops that we all

entire regions, while others are confined to

eat. Crop diversity – planting many different

smaller areas. Islands are particularly vulnerable

varieties – helps provide protection from

to loss of biodiversity. Most biodiversity hotspots

disease and pests. Monocultures – the planting

are found in tropical regions including the

of single crops – lack diversity. If a disease or

Amazon Basin, Central America, the Caribbean

pest runs through the single crop, the entire

Islands, Western Africa, Madagascar, Western

crop can be destroyed. Crop diversity can also

India, and Southeast Asia. Temperate – regions

contribute to sustainable farming: when crop

with mild temperatures – diversity hotspots

plants are adapted to local conditions, fewer

include the Mediterranean basin, South Africa,

chemical fertilizers and pesticides are needed.

Central Chile, Eastern Europe, Central China,

Many communities now have seed banks that
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allow sharing of local heirloom – or traditionally

Ecology and Preservation

planted – seed varieties as an alternative to

Biodiversity makes food webs more robust.

uniform seeds used across large regions.

Ecosystems with overlapping links in their food
webs can better withstand changing conditions.

Industry And Medicine: Many pharmaceuticals –
compounds manufactured for use as medicinal

Reverence for Life

drugs – have been derived from a variety of wild

Each species has inherent value, apart from

creatures. It is likely that more medicines might

material gain that it may provide to humans.

be discovered in nature to help cure diseases.

Recognizing and appreciating the ingenuity

Some industrial materials for building, fabric

and uniqueness of each species reminds us that

manufacturing, and fuel processing are derived

we are part of something larger than ourselves.

from or mimic wild plants and animals.

We share the planet with sea turtles that migrate
hundreds or even thousands of miles across the

Ecosystem Services: Biodiversity supports

open ocean to nest at the same narrow strip of

interconnections within ecosystems, providing

beach where they were born; these creatures

a variety of species to fulfill different functions

with limited vision may use Earth’s magnetic

within that system. Diversity makes ecosystems

fields to find their way.

more resilient – able to continue to function

with bees, which can use ultraviolet light –

under changing conditions. If multiple species

outside the visible range for humans – to see,

can provide different functions like eating

helping them find certain kinds of flowers.

certain insects or decomposing fallen leaves,

share the planet with plants that seem unmoving

the ecosystem can better withstand changes

and unresponsive but that sprout seeds that

to any one of those species. Ecosystem services

can send their roots downward into soil and

We share the planet

84

like providing clean air, clean water, food,
and opportunities for tourism and recreation
can be met more reliably by resilient, diverse
ecosystems.

Culture
Maintaining the biodiversity of a region is an
important part of sustaining native cultures and
societies. Indigenous peoples depend on diverse
species for hunting, gathering, and the harvesting
of nature’s products. Biological diversity provides
a means for indigenous communities to support
themselves and maintain traditional ways of life.
Modern cultures also benefit from biodiversity,
which supports artistic expression, education,
nature connection, stress reduction, and spiritual
fulfillment.
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We

their stalks upwards toward sunlight. The sheer

Given permission, the biologist wrote that

numbers, bold colors, vocal calls or songs, visual

he touched them, “once each, quickly and

variety, odd uniqueness, stunning beauty, and

softly, with the tips of my fingers. My feeling at

even fearsomeness of nature’s diversity can

that moment was spiritual and lasting, one I

inspire a feeling of respect, wonder, awe – even

can’t explain in words to you or even today to

humility and gratitude.

myself.”

Biophilia: Why are we drawn to other living

While the science of ecology has advanced,

creatures? Biologist E.O. Wilson popularized the

there is still a great deal we do not know about

term “biophilia,” which means the love of life or

how ecosystems respond to reduction, loss,

living things. Dr. Wilson proposed that people

or change of individual species. As the early

seek connections with other living beings and

preservationist John Muir wrote, “when we try to

nature in general. He has clearly felt biophilia

pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to

himself, as shown in a story he told about

everything else in the Universe.”
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encountering Sumatran rhinoceroses – two of the
world’s last one hundred members of a species
on the brink of extinction. These two had been
brought to the Cincinnati Zoo for protection.
As they stood stock still, possibly asleep, he
asked the zookeeper if he could touch them.
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Think About It!
The Earth Charter is a framework for building a world based on justice, sustainability, and peace. It includes several principles
that can be applied to biodiversity. Some of those values are listed below. Do you agree with them? Do you have a different
perspective? On what values do you base your beliefs about biodiversity? How might these values be part of a sustainability
worldview? How might these values guide action to support biodiversity?
EC1. Respect the Earth and life in all its diversity.
EC4. Secure Earth’s bounty and beauty for present and future generations.
EC5. Protect and restore the integrity of Earth’s ecological systems, with
special concern for biological diversity and the natural processes that sustain life.
EC6. Prevent harm as the best method of environmental protection and, when knowledge
is limited, apply a precautionary approach.
EC15. Treat all living beings with respect and consideration.87
To read the other Earth Charter principles and find out more about the charter, please visit:
http://earthcharter.org/discover/the-earth-charter/.

Learning from Nature: Diversity and Sustainability
Ecosystem relationships form wide communities of

More diverse ecosystems are more fexible and more

cooperation and partnership. We usually think of

resilient, meaning that they are more likely to be able

nature as competitive – the “survival of the fttest,”

to function even if conditions change. In this way,

as 19th century thinkers described relationships

diversity is a beneft for ecosystems.

between species. However, more recent science tells
us that cooperation is much more common – and
important – in ecosystems.

What can ecological diversity teach us about
creating sustainable human communities? In
human communities, as in ecological communities,

Ecosystems are networks of relationships. Tese

many overlapping relationships among community

networks, or webs, represent many connections

members create diversity. Tis diversity brings in a

between organisms and species. Interconnections

wide range of ideas, perspectives, capabilities, and

allow diferent creatures to provide one another with

solutions that can beneft the community. However,

food, shelter, and information, or feedback. Food

having diverse community members is not enough.

and shelter obviously help species survive. Feedback

For diversity to beneft the community, there must

helps networks adjust to changes, strengthening the

be open, accepting relationships among groups

overall ecosystem.

and individuals with diferent perspectives. People

Tese overlapping, interconnecting links mean that
diferent species can fulfll the same role, at least
partially. For example, a hawk may prey on rabbits,
squirrels, and birds; each of the prey species fulflls
the role of food provider for the hawk. If conditions
change so that one species is wiped out, other species
can fll the role of the absent one. Ecosystems with

need to be able to share their ideas freely and hear
the ideas of others with open minds. Some ideas
will ft the overall community’s needs better than
others, but bringing out diverse points of view can
help identify shortcomings in majority perspectives.
Active, vibrant, connected, and tolerant human
communities can make the best use of diversity.88

many creatures in overlapping roles are more diverse.
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Think About It!
How diverse is your community? Are different points of view, ideas, and lifestyles welcomed? How do you feel about
hearing points of view that are different from your own? How easy or difficult is it for you to present your perspective when
it conflicts with others’ perspectives – especially if you feel you can offer insights that others may not have thought of?

The Biosphere:
Natural Resources or
a Place to Belong?
Modern societies tend to approach nature
from one of two points of view: conservation
or preservation. Conservation sees nature as
resources and seeks to manage or regulate
human behavior to ensure that resources are
used properly. Preservation seeks to protect
nature from use, recognizing the inherent value of
all living things outside of any material usefulness.
Most treaties and laws focus on conservation.
Because all species rely on other living things

conservation:
A philosophy that sees nature
as resources and seeks to
manage or regulate human
behavior to ensure that
resources are used properly.

for food – and sometimes shelter or protection –
it is probably not possible for any species to
preserve all of nature. However, responsible use
that recognizes that all living things have worth
aside from their value to humans may balance
the two perspectives.

preservation:
A philosophy that seeks to
protect nature from use,
recognizing the inherent value
of all living things outside of
any material usefulness.

Think About It!
How should we make choices that affect living things – especially
ones in faraway places?
60
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T h r e ats to B iodive r sit y
As life evolved into millions of unique species,
some species disappeared. There have been

Habitat Degradation

five significant extinction events throughout

Human pollution and runoff from agricultural,

Earth’s history. These have been attributed to

industrial, and residential land use degrades

meteor strikes, volcanic eruptions, and natural

neighboring natural habitats and affects plants

changes to Earth’s climate and sea level.

and animals. Trash finds its way into natural

Scientists suggest Earth is experiencing a sixth

areas on land and at sea with unfortunate

extinction event that is influenced by human

consequences for wildlife. Chemicals from

89

Species extinctions are occurring at

humans’ disposal of products such as the

100 or even 1,000 times the rate experienced

flushing of old medicines or household products

activities.

90

during pre-human times. There are four major

down the drain can leach into the natural

threats to the survival of a species: habitat loss,

environment, as they are not removed by

habitat degradation, invasive species, and

wastewater treatment facilities and septic

overconsumption.

systems. Chemicals can interfere with animals’
reproduction, development, and growth and

Habitat Loss

damage plant communities.

The need for food, housing, farmland, and goods

Climate change also affects habitats. Evidence

leads to development of land and the use of

shows that humans are accelerating and

natural resources. When people settle an area,

altering natural cycles, including climate shifts.

they change the native landscape to plant

Human activities, in particular the use of energy

crops, build houses and factories, and construct

from fossil fuels to move cars and power homes,

roads for access. Other species’ habitats may be

accelerate the accumulation of greenhouse

destroyed in the process. In addition, the patterns

gases in Earth’s atmosphere. While Earth’s

of land use can result in habitat fragmentation,

climatic systems are constantly changing, these

like when roads are built through a large open

changes caused by humans are happening at

space. Landscapes are then broken up into

a faster rate than is usual for natural systems.

smaller fragments that disrupt native populations.

The rapid rate of change makes it harder
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for ecosystems to adapt. Climate change
can affect any environment and reduce the
91

biodiversity in any type of ecosystems.

native species:

Introduced Species
Native species are those that originated and
evolved in their region or ecosystem naturally,

A kind of organism that
originated and evolved in its
region or ecosystem naturally.

without the involvement of human activity. As
humans gained the ability to travel around the
world, they intentionally brought plants and

When a non-native species is introduced into an

animals with them. They also accidentally carried

ecosystem, it may die off and pose no problem

some organisms. These organisms might have

to native species. Or non-native species can

been transported as seeds stuck to clothing or

overcome native species in one of two ways.

as unintentional stowaways. Outside of its native

Non-natives may spread quickly, outcompeting

range, a species that is introduced by humans is

native species, or they may prey on native

an introduced or non-native species.

populations that have not evolved protections
against the invader. Aggressive non-natives
are called invasive species and are costly. In

introduced species:

one year invasive species in the United States
92

alone can result in $120 billion in costs.

Organisms introduced by humans
to an area outside their native
range.

Invasive

species range from forest pests to aquatic
species introduced into freshwater habitats.
Invasive species alter ecosystems’ natural food
webs and decrease biodiversity.

invasive species:
Non-native organisms that
aggressively overcome native
species.
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Overharvesting
In the absence of regulations, people tend to
exploit and over-consume natural resources by
overfishing, overhunting, and overusing natural
resources. People may not realize or understand
the long-term consequences of their actions.
Unregulated hunting and harvesting of natural
resources can diminish biodiversity. Numerous
species have been hunted to extinction, such as
the dodo bird. Others are currently under threat.
Overfishing places a burden throughout a food
web. For instance, loss of ocean fish can impact
seals, which depend on fish as a source of food;
whales that prey on seals may also be affected.

Think About It!

In forest ecosystems, trees may be clear-cut for
wood products, and plants needed to create

Would you say that your community is biodiverse?
Why do you think it is this way?

medicines may be overharvested. Beyond the
loss of the harvested species, habitats and food
webs are damaged, reducing forest biodiversity.

Biocontrol of Tamarisks93
Te tamarisk tree, also known as saltcedar, is native to Eurasia. Tamarisks were introduced into the United
States in the 19th century as a method of erosion control along stream banks. Tere were no natural enemies
to the tamarisk in its new environment and it thrived, spreading all over the West. Tamarisks displace native
species, change the salinity of the soil, and suck up groundwater. Because of the harm the exotic tree has caused
native species and ecosystems in the western United States, it is considered an invasive species.
Getting rid of the tamarisks has been difcult. Government ofcials have tried to burn the trees, but they
re-seed swifly afer a fre. Ofcials have cut the trees, but the trees grow back. Herbicides – chemicals used to
kill certain plants – might be an option if care is taken not to kill other plants, but toxic chemicals may remain
in the environment.
In 2001, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) approved the use of the tamarisk leaf beetle, a natural
enemy from the tree’s native territory, in the Colorado River basin. Te beetles attack tamarisk trees by eating
their leaves – a process known as defoliation – which prevents the plant from performing photosynthesis. Te
tree eventually dies, typically afer three to fve years.
Before the USDA approved the beetles’ release, they conducted extensive research on the beetles’ behavior
toward native plants. When the beetles were found to prefer tamarisks to native plants, the USDA felt confdent
to release their new weapon. Afer a few years, the beetles adapted and began defoliating miles of tamarisks
along the Colorado River. Tis approach of using one species to keep another in check is known as biocontrol.
(cont. on next page)
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Biocontrol of Tamarisks93 (cont.)
While it is helpful to fnd a way to manage tamarisks, the
defoliating of many trees within an ecosystem can be a
concern. For example, the endangered southwestern willow
fycatcher ofen nests in tamarisks if native plants are not
available to them. Loss of tamarisk leaves can expose
fycatcher nests to predators and reduce needed shading
of the nest, which can limit their ability to reproduce.
Other potential issues from the beetle include an
Tamarisk Tree
overabundance of standing-dead trees, stream bank
destabilization, site conditions that may favor other
invasive plants, and an increased fre hazard. Biological control may assist in the long-term recovery and
resiliency of the ecological communities, but broader impacts on the interconnected ecosystem must also be
considered.94

Think About It!
It has been about 200,000 years since our species, Homo sapiens, evolved. In that time, humans have expanded our
habitat from Africa to almost all land on Earth. Scientists estimate that 85% of land is directly affected by humans.
Should humans occupy all livable space on the planet? Are wildlife preserves enough land to set aside for other
species? How should we decide questions of justice involving other species? Who gets to decide? Who speaks for
those that cannot speak for themselves?

Pathways to Progress:
Preserving Biodiversity

need to be integrated into broader programs

There is not one simple solution to preserving

species that require larger habitats.

on limited budgets. At the same time, these efforts
that also conserve larger ecosystems and support

biodiversity. However, there are a number of
approaches and groups that are working on multipronged solutions.

Government Efforts
Individual

governments

and

international

initiatives of multiple governments play a major

Preserving
Biodiversity Hotspots

role in the conservation of biological diversity. The
Convention on International Trade in Endangered

Hotspots cover a small fraction of Earth’s surface.
However, because of the hotspots’ high biodiversity,
conservation resources and efforts are often
focused on these areas. These targeted efforts
may be an economical way to protect biodiversity

64

Species is an agreement between over 180
national governments. This agreement protects
wildlife from exploitation and restricts trade of
threatened or endangered plants and animals. It
has severely reduced the hunting, trade, and sale
95

of endangered species.
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In the United States, Congress enacted the
Endangered Species Act in 1973. The U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and the National Marine
Fisheries Service administer it. These agencies
maintain endangered and threatened species
lists and provide protections for listed species. The
Act prevents activities that are likely to threaten
the survival of listed species, including destroying
critical habitat or interfering in breeding activities.
The Endangered Species Act also makes it illegal for
any person to take, kill, sell, or trade any vulnerable
96

species.

As of 2005, the Endangered Species Act

Bald Eagles Soar to Recovery

had listed 1,370 species as threatened to some
degree. The law and its requirements saved 227 of

Te U.S. Endangered Species Act protected the

these species from extinction; thirteen recovered

bald eagle in 1967 when scientists counted fewer

to the point that they are no longer considered

than 450 nesting pairs of eagles in the continental

threatened and have been removed from the

United States. Te government also acted to ban

Act’s list. Twenty-two of the listed species became
97

DDT, a farming pesticide that ran into streams and

extinct.

contaminated fsh eaten by eagles. Te chemical

Nongovernmental
Efforts

interfered with the ability of bald eagles’ eggs to
develop strong shells. As a result, bald eagles – and
many other bird species – began laying eggs with

Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)

shells so thin that the shells ofen broke during

are an important force in biodiversity efforts.

incubation or otherwise failed to hatch.

Some NGOs work to preserve habitat while
others do research on endangered species

Happily, there are now thousands of nesting pairs of

in order to advocate for conservation and

bald eagles. In 2007, afer 40 years of conservation

provide information to decision-makers and

eforts, bald eagles were de-listed from the endangered

the public. Yet others work with communities

species list. Tey made a remarkable recovery from

all over the world to develop strategies that

the brink of extinction. At the time of de-listing,

simultaneously meet the needs of both

the bald eagle population in the lower 48 states had

human and nonhuman communities. Below

climbed from an all-time low of 417 nesting pairs in

are just two examples.

1963 to an estimated 9,789 pairs by 2007.

The International Union for Conservation of

Eagles continue to be protected by two other federal

Nature (IUCN) is a network composed of

laws: the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act and

representatives from governments, NGOs,

the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. In addition, state

and scientists. They demonstrate how

governments can enact state laws that aford more

biodiversity is fundamental to addressing

protections than do federal laws to conserve wildlife

some of the world’s challenges such as

species.98

climate change, sustainable development,
and food security. IUCN publishes the Red
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List of Threatened Species in order to identify

to save 25% of the world’s wild plant species

species in need of conservation and to track

by 2020. The Svalbard Global Seed Vault in

the state of global biodiversity. They focus

Norway holds seeds of the world’s food crops

on science, taking action, and influencing

to ensure crop diversity. The vault is located

policy and laws.

below permafrost so even in a power failure
the seeds will be preserved. Many local

The Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS)

seed banks share the seeds of vegetables

protects

global

that are well-adapted to local climates;

conservation projects. Their goal is to

gardeners can plant seeds from the bank

conserve the world’s largest wild places in

and return seeds from their harvest, ensuring

15 priority regions that are home to more

an ongoing supply. This practice preserves a

than 50% of the planet’s biodiversity. WCS

diverse variety of common plants like corn

uses science to discover and understand

or tomatoes, which might otherwise be

the natural world. This knowledge helps

replaced by nationally available varieties.

biodiversity

through

them engage and inspire decision-makers,
communities, and supporters to take action

Zoos also help preserve genetic diversity.

with them to protect wildlife and wild places.

Some animal species have become extinct
in the wild and their only representatives are

Seed Banks and Zoos

now in zoos. Many zoos are committed to

One way to protect genetic diversity is by

programs to continue the lineage of

saving seeds when plants are harvested.
Saving seeds preserves the seeds’ genetic
information in case the species becomes
locally extinct. Britain’s Kew Royal Botanical
Gardens Millennium Seed Bank targets
plants and regions at risk of extinction from
climate change and land use. They hope

conservation and have captive breeding
endangered species. These programs also
help scientists obtain data that will increase
the success of breeding programs in the wild.
Further, zoos educate the public about the
importance of each animal species.

Habitat Preservation
Creative solutions help wildlife and land
users co-exist. The creation of wildlife
corridors, refuges, and preserves is critical
to biodiversity. A wildlife corridor is a stretch
of undeveloped land or water connecting
wildlife populations that are otherwise
separated by human activities. When roads
cut off wildlife from their habitats, highway
departments and wildlife agencies can
partner to create passages for wildlife to
access food, water, and shelter. About 15%
of all land and 3% of ocean area are now
set aside as preserves; these preserves have
99

lowered extinction rates by 20%.
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Conservation-Minded
Consumption
As with many aspects of sustainability, the way

conservation through their consumption

we choose to consume material goods can

decisions, more producers will respond

have a significant impact. We can consume in

to demand for sustainable products that

ways that directly support conservation efforts.

support biodiversity. For example, purchasing

Reducing our consumption overall reduces

handcrafts made by herders in Mongolia who

pressure to develop wild lands into farms or

work with the Snow Leopard Trust ensures that

plantation land for growing raw materials like

the herders earn a living in ways that do not

palm oil. As more people commit to support

harm the endangered snow leopard.

Youth Leadership

Phebe Meyers
Even as a young child, Phebe Meyers was

America, where ranchers were clearing

concerned about the world. With her twin

patches of rainforest for cattle grazing. While

sister, Phebe cofounded Change the World

visiting Costa Rica, Phebe saw firsthand how

Kids when they were just eight

songbirds from Vermont were

years old. The organization

affected by this deforestation.

is made up of middle and

The state bird from her home

high

youth

state, the Hermit Thrush,

undertaking humanitarian

school

age

migrates from Vermont all the

and environmental projects

way to Central America.

to make a positive difference

Phebe and Change the World

in their local communities and

Kids decided to help protect

across the globe. Phebe’s
motto is: “No one can do
everything, but everyone

Phebe Meyers

can do something.”

the rainforest corridor for
songbirds and other species
by raising money to purchase

rainforest land. This land will offer a resting

Growing up in Vermont, Phebe noticed that

place and food for songbirds on their long

fewer songbirds visited the bird feeders at

migration north to Vermont.

her house each year. After working with

$270,000 and planted over 2,000 trees. The

biologists to study this trend, she connected

organization continues to help youth work on

the decline to deforestation occurring within

local and global issues.

the birds’ migration corridor in Central
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They raised

Point - Counterpoint
Does nature have rights?
Most countries have laws requiring some
degree of protection for the environment.
These laws are usually designed to set limits
on the use of nature. This approach treats
nature as property – as a warehouse of
goods for our use. The Rights of Nature
movement calls for a relationship between
people and nature that recognizes value in
nature beyond its benefit to humans.
In 2008, the citizens of Ecuador voted to
change their nation’s constitution to include
rights for nature. The Constitution of Ecuador
now states, “Nature, or Pacha Mama, where
life is reproduced and occurs, has the right
to integral respect for its existence and for
the maintenance and regeneration of its

life cycles, structure, functions and evolutionary
processes.”100
The Constitution also:
• gives Nature the right to be restored
• forbids bringing in organisms or materials
that would bring about genetic changes in
species
• allows people, communities, and nations to
petition the government to enforce these
rights
• requires the government to prevent activities
that could cause species to become extinct,
ecosystems to be destroyed, and natural
cycles to be permanently changed.
What do you think? Does nature have rights?

Point

Counterpoint

Yes101

No102

• Giving rights to nature changes the

• Only humans have rights.

status of nature from property to an

• Existing legal frameworks, which

entity with rights, as has been done with
slaves, women, and indigenous peoples.
• U.S. corporations have been given

consider nature to be property, are
adequate to protect nature.
• Because humans depend on the

rights previously reserved for individuals,

environment, we need to be able to

including equal protection under the

determine how to use it. Granting rights

law, warrantless search and seizure, and

to nature could threaten human use of

free speech.

the environment.

• Nature and all living things have a basic

• Nature has neither a mind nor a will,

right to life and well-being.

and can neither make decisions nor be
held accountable. Therefore, it cannot

• Assigning rights to nature helps people
regain respect for nature and recognize

be treated in the same way as humans

that we are part of nature.

are treated.
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Building Sustainability Skills:
Studying System Behavior over Time
Systems are groups of components in
which the parts work together as a unified
whole to accomplish some purpose. In Unit
1, “Forests, Freshwater and Oceans,” we

oscillation:

looked at behavior over time graphs (BOTG).
These graphs help us understand systems

A regular, back and forth
movement around a central value.

change over time. In that unit, we looked
at linear change, exponential growth, and
exponential decay. There are three other
common patterns of system change over
time: oscillation, overshoot, and S-shaped.

Oscillation

Predator-Prey Oscillation Diagram

Oscillation occurs when a system varies in
3.5

a repeating pattern above and below an
average value. This pattern often shows up

3

in predator-prey relationships, in which the
populations increase and decrease cyclically.

2.5

For example, squirrels live in many urban areas
like New York City. Their population increases
until, in many cities, red-tailed hawks move into

Population
(thousands)

1.5

the neighborhood. Finding plenty of squirrels,
the hawk population increases. As more hawks

1

hunt the squirrels, though, the squirrel population
declines. With less food, the hawk population

0.5

declines as well. However, as pressure on
the squirrels eases, their population begins to

Time
Squirrels

increase again. Hawk population in turn begins
to rise. The oscillating predator-prey relationship
is shown in the figure here.
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Red-Tailed
Hawks

overshoot:
Overshoot
We can understand the idea of overshoot by
thinking about system stocks and flows. Stocks are
the items that make up a system; they can increase
or decrease over time. Stocks are elements that

Te act or state of exceeding a desired
level. It sometimes means that a
population has grown so large that
it exceeds the ability of its
environment to support it.

can be quantified in some way. For example, the
number of deer in a forested area would be a
stock in that local ecosystem; the amount of grass

the deer population to grow. But after a while,

in the area, which the deer feed on, is also a stock

there are more deer than the grass can support:

in the system. Flows are actions or changes that

the grass does not regrow quickly enough to

affect the amount of the stock. A flow represents

keep up with the grazing by the deer. The grass

how a stock interconnects with other components

stock becomes depleted. With a reduced food

or the environment. While the amount of grass is a

supply, the deer population peaks and then

stock, the consumption of grass is a flow – an action.

declines.

It can be helpful to think of a stock like water in a

At this point, two outcomes are possible. First,

bathtub. The water level can go up and down.

the deer population and the amount of grass

The faucet, bringing water into the tub, and the

could enter into an oscillation cycle. Grass

drain, removing water, would represent flows.

would recover, then more deer would return;
grass would then decline, and deer population

Overshoot happens when a stock increases

would also decrease.

because a flow of some resource renews slowly or
does not renew at all. It is like a bathtub overflowing:

A second outcome could be collapse of the

the stock of water keeps being refilled, but the flow

system. If the deer overgrazed on the grass to the

out of the tub is too slow or is blocked altogether. A

point that the grass could not recover, the deer

stock and flow diagram shows us the structure of a

population in this area would collapse. Birth rates

system; a stock and flow diagram of the deer and

would decline, and the remaining deer would

grass system is shown in the figure below.

search for other food sources in other areas.
The figure below shows how a deer population

At first, there is plenty of grass, so the deer

experiencing overshoot would look over time.

population increases. It is as if the faucet, or

In this case, the deer population overshot the

valve, opens the flow of grass feeding, allowing

ability of the area to support so many animals.

Deer and Grass Stock and Flow Diagram

grass
grass
comsumption
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Deer Population Overshoot Diagram

Deer
population

Time

S-Shaped
An S-shaped curve represents a system that has
become stable after growing rapidly. This system
is operating below its limits, which contributes to
its stability. For example, brown pelicans in the
Western United States were heavily exposed

Brown Pelican Recovery S-Shaped Graph

to the pesticide DDT by eating contaminated
fish. DDT caused the birds’ eggshells to weaken,
causing the pelican population to drop. The
seabirds recovered once the pesticide was
banned in the early 1970s. Other factors like
protection of their habitat and food sources
have also helped the pelican population

Brown
Pelican
population

stabilize. As of 2009, brown pelicans are no
103

longer considered endangered.

The figure to

the right shows how species population recovers,
with strong or even exponential growth followed
by stabilization.
Time
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Sustainability
Case Study
Let’s use sustainability principles to explore
how coffee bean farming in Central and
South America affects biodiversity and worker
well-being.

Case Study

Beans for Biodiversity
and Fair Wages
In some countries, cultivation of single cash crops such

The United States consumes about one-fifth of the world’s

as coffee or cocoa is often promoted over small-scale

coffee, more than any other single country. Fortunately,

agriculture that includes food crops. In the 1980s, to

people in the United States can now purchase “shade-

meet rising worldwide demand for coffee, forests in

grown,” “organically certified,” and “fair-trade” coffee.

Central and South America were extensively cut and

The shade-grown and organic options benefit forest

replaced with high-yield coffee trees. This practice

health and biodiversity, while the organic and fair-trade

resulted in hillside erosion and habitat loss for many

options benefit agricultural workers. Organic coffee

species, especially for birds including the western

must meet specific standards regarding pesticide use

tanager that depend on the shade of the forest

and other practices. To become fair trade–certified,

canopy rather than on sunny coffee fields for survival.

an importer must pay a minimum price per pound and

Additionally, the extensive application of pesticides to

provide farmers with technical assistance such as help

maximize coffee-tree yields often pollutes nearby rivers

making the transition to organic farming.

104

105

Although

Agriculture workers

there are 25 million coffee farmers in the world, it is

in the coffee industry often toil for long hours in difficult

estimated that sustainable coffee production has

conditions, and many small coffee farmers earn prices

already improved the living conditions of almost a

for their coffee that are less than the costs of production.

million farming households in the Southern Hemisphere

This situation perpetuates a cycle of poverty and debt,

alone.

and the lungs of coffee workers.

106

as farmers borrow money to get from one coffee season
to the next.

We can evaluate this situation using the big

to improve ecosystem health. The table below

ideas of sustainability. These ideas will help us

shows some ways that sustainability big ideas

identify interconnections and underlying causes.

can frame our thinking of fair trade coffee

Understanding the issue from this broader

production. What other applications of the big

perspective will help us find ways to support

ideas can you think of?

safe and fair livelihoods for coffee workers and
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Sustainability Big Ideas and the Fair Trade Coffee Case Study
Sustainability Big Idea

Fair Trade Coffee Case Study Tie-In

Interconnection

• Single crop, erosion, and loss of habitat
• Single crop, pesticide use, river pollution, worker health problems
• Cash crop, poor working conditions, farmer debt
• Societal poverty, cash crops, worker health problems, erosion, river
pollution, farmer debt

Universal Responsibility

• Farm workers are responsible for their health and livelihood
• Their society is responsible for environmental and safety laws to protect
people and the environment
• Wealthier nations are responsible for purchasing coffee that provides
workers with fair wages and covers costs of environmental protection

Respect for Limits

• Maximizing the production of the coffee trees requires polluting pesticide
use. Allowing a more reasonable production rate might reduce the need
for chemical enhancements

Connecting with Nature

• Growing a single crop is contrary to nature’s pattern of many species
living together in a web or system
• The coffee farms could be more successful if farming were performed in
line with ecological principles, as in permaculture farming

Local to Global

• As members of the global community, the Daillos are part of a large
pattern of poverty in the developing world
• Coffee drinkers can purchase coffee that improves the quality of life and
the natural environment in coffee-growing countries

Equity and Justice

• Coffee workers face unjust working conditions, including long work hours
under difficult conditions and a cycle of debt and poverty

Peace and Collaboration

• Coffee workers are not subject to violence; however, they lack “positive
peace,” which includes fair opportunity and fair distribution of resources107

Health and Resiliency

• Exposure to pesticides and long work hours can affect workers’ health
• Single-crop farming has diminished the local ecosystem’s resiliency to the
point that wildlife habitat has been lost

Think About It!
Some Earth Charter (EC) principles that could apply to this situation include:
EC1. Respect Earth and life in all its diversity.
EC2. Care for the community of life with understanding, compassion, and love.
EC4. Secure Earth’s bounty and beauty for present and future generations.
EC5. Protect and restore the integrity of Earth’s ecological systems, with special concern for
biological diversity and the natural processes that sustain life.108
How do these principles affect your thinking about fair trade coffee and its impacts on workers,
consumers, and the environment? What other Earth Charter principles apply to this situation?
See http://earthcharter.org/discover/the-earth-charter/ for a complete list.
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Think About It!

What You Can Do
Addressing threats to biodiversity may seem
beyond the reach of any single individual,
but keep in mind that nearly every issue can
be supported by personal and community

Has your sustainability worldview –
knowledge, capabilities, values, and
behaviors – changed as you have learned
about ecosystems and biodiversity? If
so, in what way has it changed? What
else would you like to know about these
subjects? What next steps might you
take to use these ideas in your life and
community?

awareness and a conscious effort to take action.
Below are some ideas. After reading this unit
and reviewing the list below, think about what
you might do to increase biodiversity in your
community.

come from loss of habitat, pollution, and

• Act Locally: Many communities have programs
in which residents can work with their local
parks or conservation groups to help eradicate
invasive plants that choke out native species.
You don’t need to be a botanist to assist –
just find a pair of gloves and get to work!
Or visit the Center for Biological Diversity’s
website for other ideas on getting involved;
see http://www.biologicaldiversity.org.

overharvesting. Try to find the most sustainable
product possible when you need to buy
something. Challenge yourself on whether
you need to satisfy any particular “wants” –
items we might like to have but do not need.
• Educate Yourself and Others: Educate yourself
about specific endangered species and
the reasons why they are under threat of
extinction – especially those in your local area

• Express Your Views: Become an advocate for
biodiversity by keeping an eye on national
and international conservation issues and
speaking up when you feel it is important to
do so. Getting involved can be as simple as
writing a letter to your local legislator. Many
organizations have pre-written letters that you
can customize and then send.

or those impacted by your personal choices.
There are many excellent resources online.
From there, you can leverage your efforts by
sharing what you learn with others, or even
holding a fundraiser to collect money to
support species conservation.
• Appreciate Nature: Biodiversity becomes
real – not just an idea – when we spend time

• Donate Funds: Support the efforts of
nongovernmental organizations working to
protect global biodiversity. Many of these
organizations have programs to direct
donations toward specific conservation
efforts.

outside noticing other living things.
• Examine Your Worldview:

Question the

assumptions you use when you take in new
information, form opinions, and choose
behaviors. Explore sustainability big ideas and
Earth Charter principles to see if they fit with

• Consume Wisely – and Lightly: When you
make purchase decisions, think about where
the goods came from and what species

your worldview. Notice the worldviews that
underlie individuals’ and society’s patterns
and practices.

might have been impacted. Major impacts
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Activities

Learning from the Natural World
Activity Section

Activity One

Field Book Set-Up
Activity
109

1. Create Your Field Book.

Tape your cover to your Field Book.

a. Create a Cover page.
Include:
i. The module’s title, “Learning
from the Natural World”
ii. Your name
iii. Name of class
iv. School term and year
v. Illustration, collage, or
other artwork representing the
module’s topics

b. Make a Table of Contents page.
This page will be completed over
the course of the unit. Include the
pages described below and leave
room for additional note pages
and classwork to be added.
c. Make a Questions page. Note
any questions you have about the
upcoming unit. Add questions to
this page as you go through the
unit.
d. Make a Learning Links page. This
is a two-page spread; when the
binder is open, both pages can
be seen, as shown below. Write
the essential questions from the
unit’s cover page near the middle
of your Learning Links page. As
you work through the unit, create
a mind map using text, drawings,
and/or graphs. This page lets
you document your developing
answer to the primary question as
you go through the unit. Include
preliminary conclusions and
evidence to support them. Draw
arrows and lines to link elements.
76
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What is humanity’s
place in nature?

b. Imagine what such a society
would be like. Describe in writing
and/or make a sketch of a possible
city or town that worked like an
ecosystem. Include the basic
needs of food, clothing, shelter,
and disposal of waste.

e. Add work papers as needed.
Generally, right-hand pages will
be for notes and information. Lefthand pages will be for drawings,
reflections, and responses to Think
About It boxes.
f. On all your pages, leave wide
margins – about 1-1/2 inches each –
at the top, bottom, and outside
edge. These margins will be used

c. Add the page to your Table of
Contents.

in a later activity.

2. Add your notes from today’s class activity to
your Field Book. These will be your first Work
Papers pages. Add a title and page number
to your papers and to your Table of Contents.
You will record your daily class work in your
Field Book, along with your nature journal and
responses to questions posed in the activities.

3. Create a new Reflection page. Write a
paragraph about two topics:
a. What is your first impression of the
idea of human society working
like an ecosystem? Is this possible?
Would it be a good idea? Why or
why not?
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Activity Two

Nature Journal
Activity
1. Observe wild nature. Each day, look for an

three for more details. Here is a mindfulness-

example of wild nature in your daily life.

based process you can use for observing wild

You might notice a bird on a nearby tree,

organisms and building a sense of nature

hear rain falling on the roof, or spot a weed

connection:

pushing up through cracks in the sidewalk.
The only requirement is that the observation
not reflect a manufactured object or
anything made with a manufactured object.
One option is to choose something to observe
every day over the four weeks of the unit.
Please see the Think About It box on page

Step outside with the intention of
experiencing yourself as part of
nature. Try to let your thoughts run in
the background of your mind without
focusing on them. As you step outside,
use your entire field of vision to take in
your surroundings. Notice everything,
living and non-living alike. Tune in to
all of your senses. Notice sights, smells,
sounds, temperature, wind, and sun.
Allow some living organism to draw
your attention. Keep your focus on it for
at least 10 to 15 seconds, longer if you
can. Just silently observe. Notice the
organism in its ecosystem, linked with
other creatures. Notice yourself similarly
surrounded by your ecosystem, linked
with others – including, in some way, this
organism. As your attention shifts away,
see if you feel gratitude for this other
living creature.
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You are also welcome to observe in your
own way, or – if necessary – to use the
prompts that are offered on many days.
2. Record your observation. In your Field Book,
write a few sentences each day describing
your observation of wild nature. You can
describe what you saw as a scientist
would, including details of shape, color,
movement, location, and other aspects
of nature that were present. You can also
write a personal journal about your feelings
or reactions to your observation. Another
possibility would be to write a short poem,
haiku, or fast fiction story about what you
observed, centering on the natural elements.
Sketch pictures to accompany your daily
entries, using colored pencils, colored pens, or
crayons. This activity isn’t a drawing contest;
it’s just a way to document what you saw.
Artistry is welcome if you are inspired, but not
required. You can include in your sketch your

Field Book
Nature Journal: Choose something to observe
each day or decide to be open to new
observations on each day. When you need
to, use the prompts provided. Record your
observations in your nature journal. For today,
you can take in an overview of your natural
surroundings – even if you live in a city. What
natural elements do you see around you?

subject’s surroundings and interconnections,
or fill in details like a snowflake or bird feather.
On some days you may just want to fill in
the margins with the colors of the day.
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Record your observations and sketches in
the margins of your daily work pages. Use the
top, side, and bottom margins, and fill them
in with images, color, and text. Weaving your
observations in with your analytical work
helps create a visual message that nature
itself is woven throughout human society. It
also can make your work pages look artistic
and beautiful. You can draw a straight line
on the three outside edges of your pages
to create a margin, or use your creativity to
design artistic borders. You can also write
longer observation notes or add sketches at
the bottom of pages or on entire sheets of
your reflection pages, if you like.
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Activity Three

Patterns of Nature
Activity
Day 1

1. Review the explanation of the pattern of nature

that could be improved upon by using the

that your group has been assigned; see

pattern. Choose one nature example and

pages 11-12 in the text. Discuss the pattern –

one city example that your group feels best

also known as an ecological principle – as

demonstrates the pattern.

a group, making sure each group member
understands the pattern.

3. Develop a summary explanation of the
pattern, explaining its key idea. Each group

2. Brainstorm examples that demonstrate the

will share this explanation with the other

pattern. See pages 20-21 for forest ecosystem

groups as a teaching and memory aid.

examples and page 40 for some urban

Your explanation can be a one-sentence

ecosystem examples. Use these examples or

summary, a rhyming phrase, a catchy

come up with your own examples in nature

saying, or an acronym. An example of using

and in a city. Your examples can demonstrate

an acronym to explain the word “FOOD” is

the pattern working or can reflect a situation

shown below:

Fuel
Of
Our
Delight
4. Agree on a simple image that represents your
ecological pattern. Each group member
draws this image on a full page.
5. Decide on one individual to share each of the
following elements of their group’s work with
the class during the next class meeting:
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a. Explain the ecological pattern,
including the summary.
b. Describe an example of the
pattern in a forest ecosystem.
c. Describe an example of the
pattern in a city.

Activity
Day 2

1. Share your work.
2. Fill in your Patterns of Nature table with
information from the other groups.

d. Present your visual representation
of the pattern. Explain how it
represents the pattern.
Each group’s presentation should last about
five minutes.
6. Prepare a table in your Field Book to include

Field Book
Day 2

1. Nature Journal: When you first step outside,
take in a deep breath. How does it feel in

all the patterns of nature. With your paper

your body? What other organisms do you see

in landscape orientation, make a table with

around you that are sharing the same air?

the five columns and the following headings:
“Pattern,” “Nature Example,” “City Example,”
“Summary Sentence,” and “Image.” Columns
should be about 1-1/2” wide. There should be
six rows, about 1” tall. Title the table “Patterns

2. Write a response to the Think About It box on
page 22.
3. Brainstorm ways in which the following
patterns work together to sustain life. Record

of Nature.” Add the table to your Field Book’s

your thoughts in your Field Book. Write the

Table of Contents.

questions along with your responses. Try to

Fill in the table for the pattern you were assigned

come up with a visual way to display these

to work on.

interconnections.
a. How do nested systems and
cycles work together?

Field Book

b. How do flows and development

Day 1

interconnect?

1. Nature Journal: When you first step outside,

c. How do dynamic balance and

what is the first indication of nature that you

networks support one another?

experience?
2. Write responses to the Think About It boxes on

4. Update your Learning Links page by writing
the idea of patterns of nature there, along

pages 15 and 16.

with any thoughts you have about them.
5. Update your Questions page with any
new questions you have.
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Activity Four

Systems Thinking and Stock and Flow Diagrams
Activity
1. Read the following stock and flow diagram

ways to improve human systems, including ways

examples. Answer questions in your Field

in which they interconnect with natural systems.

Book. Then complete exercises in the handout

For an explanation of stock and flow diagrams,

to be provided by your teacher.

please see page 12.

Stock and flow diagrams can be used to analyze
and evaluate both human and natural systems.
These diagrams can also help us explore possible

Reading a Stock and Flow Diagram
Example 1: Savings Account

deposits
1

savings
account
balance

2

3
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withdrawals
4

5
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The diagram tells the following story:
1. Cloud: The cloud represents parts of the

4. Flow: Withdrawals represent a flow of money

system we are not studying in this example.

out of the account. More frequent or larger

These elements could be stocks or flows.

withdrawals would reduce the account

Examples could include the account holder’s

balance more quickly. Less frequent or

income or savings goals.

smaller withdrawals would reduce the
account balance more slowly.

2. Flow: Deposits represent a flow of money into
the account. When large amounts of money

5. Cloud: The cloud represents parts of the

are deposited frequently into the savings

system we are not studying in this example.

account, the rate of money going into the

Examples could include changes to the

account increases. When fewer or smaller

account holder’s expenses or a big purchase

deposits are made, the rate decreases.

after reaching a savings goal.

3. Stock: The account balance is the amount of

We can see from the diagram that, if we want

money stored in the account. The balance

to increase the amount of money in the savings

increases or decreases depending on the

account – a stock – we would need to increase

flow of deposits made and withdrawals

deposits or decrease withdrawals – flows.

taken.
Example 2: Energy in an Ecosystem

solar
energy
1

potential
energy in
plants

2

3

4

The above diagram, from page 12, shows how
solar energy flows through an ecosystem. It tells
the following story:
1. Cloud: The cloud represents parts of the
system we are not studying in this example.
These elements could include weather,
seasons, or other factors.
2. Flow: Solar energy flows into the system. This
flow – the rate of energy entering the system –
could increase when the hours of daylight
increase during summer or when the intensity
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potential
energy in
animals

5

6

of sunlight is strongest on sunny days. The flow

This diagram could be helpful if we were studying

could decrease when the hours of daylight

an ecosystem in which plant growth was

decrease during winter or when the intensity

decreasing while animal growth was increasing.

of sunlight decreases on cloudy days.

We could see the relationship between the two

3. Stock: Potential energy is stored when plants
absorb solar energy and convert it through

stocks and understand flows that might affect
each one.

photosynthesis into sugars. Plants can use the
chemical energy in the sugars for movement
or metabolism and/or at a later time for
growth or other life functions. The amount
of stored energy can increase or decrease:
more or larger plants in the ecosystem could
store more energy, while smaller or fewer
plants could store less energy.

Drawing a Stock and Flow Diagram
Next, let’s create a stock and flow diagram from
a story.
Example 3: Harvesting Wood to Make Paper
Suppose we want to know how the rate of

4. Flow: Energy flows out of plants when animals
eat the plants, which reduces the amount of
plant material available to store sugars. The
more animals eat the plants, the faster the
plants lose potential energy.
5. Stock: Potential energy now accumulates in
animals, as they absorb the energy from the
plants. This energy may be used quickly for
movement, for other body processes, or may
be stored as fat.

harvesting trees to make paper is affecting the
number of trees in an area of forest. Consumers
want to buy a certain amount of paper, and
the forest needs a certain amount of trees to be
healthy. We have:
1. An amount of trees in the forest
– a stock
2. A rate of tree-cutting – a flow
3. An amount of paper supply

6. Cloud: The cloud represents parts of the

needed – a stock

system we are not studying in this example.

We can draw the following stock and flow

Stored energy could be reduced by animal

diagram to represent this situation. Studying this

movement or growth, for example.

diagram helps us understand the impacts on
tree population when the demand for paper
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amount
of trees
in forest

amount
of paper
supply

rate of
tree-cutting

1

2

3

increases. In this diagram, the only way to

to look for other ways to increase the amount of

increase paper supply is to increase the rate of

paper supply, like recycling more waste paper

tree-cutting. This understanding helps us decide

or making paper from materials besides wood.

Example 4: Tuna Fishing

rate of
consumer
buying tuna

number
of tuna
fishing boats

1

rate of
growth in
tuna catch

2

size of
tuna
population

3

4

In this example, we want to explore the impact

decrease in the size of a tuna population?

of increasing consumer demand for tuna on

What other elements could you add to the

the ocean’s tuna population. We need to

system to protect the tuna population? How

understand the following elements:

would the diagram change?

1. The rate at which consumers buy
tuna – a flow
2. The number of fishing boats
available to catch tuna – a stock

Field Book
1. Nature Journal: What happens at night where
you are? What different animals are out? Do

3. The rate of growth or decline in the

plants make any changes after the sun sets?

size of the tuna catch – a flow
4. The number of tuna in the ocean –

2. Write responses to the Think About It boxes on
pages 26, 27, and 29.

a stock
The diagram to show the systemit above. How

3. Update Learning Links and Questions pages
as needed.

could you use this diagram to understand a
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Activity Five

Ecosystems or Ecosystem Services?
Activity
Day 1

o

1. Brainstorm Scenarios: Working in groups,
learners brainstorm interactions between
humans and nature where human receive
a benefit from nature. The scenarios can be

types of ecosystem services
o

People who are negatively impacted

o

People affected by social factors,

selected from examples of forest, freshwater,

such as equity, justice, peace and

ocean, and urban ecosystems provided in

other big ideas of sustainability

the reader, or other examples can be chosen
o

by the groups.

People who benefit from the various

People affected by economic factors

The following specific points of view need to be
included:

2. Plan Presentations: Start by looking at your
scenario from the perspective of ecosystem

• Ecosystem:
o

living members – plants and animals

o

physical structure – atmosphere,

services. What ecosystem services are
represented? How are people and the
ecosystem – those described above –
impacted? How can you show these

rocks, water, etc., as needed

impacts? In this portion of your presentation,

• Human (these points of view may be combined,
as in people who benefit economically in the
present):
o

Present generations

o

Future generations

humans should look at ecosystems as
providers of services to humans.
Next, look at your scenario from the perspective of patterns of nature. How might
people interact with the ecosystem if they
based their interaction on patterns of
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nature? How are people and the ecosystem
impacted now – what is different and what is
the same? In this portion of your presentation,
humans see themselves as a member of the
ecosystem.
Plan on about seven to ten minutes per
presentation.

Field Book
Day 1

1. Nature Journal: What wildlife do you see in
your neighborhood? Include birds, insects,
mammals, reptiles – any animals. How many
do you see?

Activity
Day 3

1. Discuss presentations, ecosystem services,
and patterns of nature.

2. Write responses to the Think About It boxes on
pages 31, 33, 34, 36, and 37.

Field Book
Activity
Day 2

Day 3

1. Nature

Journal:

Describe

any

inter-

connections you can identify that link the

1. Groups give their presentations.

animals and plants in your neighborhood.
2. Write responses to the Think About It boxes on

Field Book
Day 2

pages 40 and 41.
3. Update your Questions and Learning Links
pages as needed. What are your current

1. Nature Journal: Choose one animal that you

thoughts about patterns of nature and

can see in your neighborhood. Observe it for

ecosystem services? Update your Table of

a few minutes. Can you see where it lives or

Contents, too, if it needs it.

what it eats? What do you notice about how
it moves and how it might protect itself from
danger?
2. Write responses to the Think About It boxes on
pages 38 and 39.
3. What ecosystems are you part of? Sketch a
nested systems diagram that shows these
ecosystems.
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Activity Six

Behavior Over Time Graphs
Activity

Field Book

1. Work with the graphs in the text. Study the

1. Nature Journal: Make some notes about

three graphs on pages 44-46. In your Field
Book, answer the questions that accompany
each chart.

what you spotted outside today.
2. Update your Learning Links and Questions
pages. How do Behavior Over Time Graphs

2. Develop your own examples of each type

tie in with your other learning in this unit?

of graph. Consider changing systems in your

What questions do you have about them?

school or community, or consider examples

Have other questions come up about the

given in the ecosystem descriptions in the

work in this unit?

text. What systems change in the ways
described by these patterns?
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Activity Seven

Sustainability Frameworks Case Study
Activity
In this activity, you will evaluate ways to meet the

4. Rank the water supply measures. Decide how

water needs of a growing city using sustainability

to use balance costs, water impacts, and

principles and more traditional evaluations of

sustainability. Determine recommendations.

cost and water impacts of different water supply
measures.
Here is an overview of the project:
1. Assess the overall water supply situation using

5. Write a report with your recommendations.
The Work Papers provided by your teacher will
give more detailed instructions on completing
these steps.

a stock and flow diagram.
2.

Calculate, graph, and analyze the city’s
projected water use.

3. Evaluate the pros and cons of each water
supply measure from the standpoint of
sustainability principles, cost, and water
supply impacts.
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Residential Water Use

Case Study Background Paper:

City residents currently use an average of 310
liters (82 gallons) of fresh water per day per

City Drinking
Water Supply

person. Although residents have reduced water
use over the past ten years, their usage level is
still one of the highest in the world.

111

In the future, city residents are expected to use

Background

the amounts of water shown in the table below.

A large North American city is growing rapidly,
pressing up against the boundaries of mountains
on one side and the ocean on the other. The

Annual Water Use Table

city needs to find ways to supply water to its

Year

growing population, while maintaining healthy
ecosystems in the region.

Estimated Annual
City Water Use
(billion liters/year)

2010

319

You are a city planner working for this city. You

2020

382

have been asked to identify ways to meet the

2030

447

city residents’ water needs in 2020. Your goal is

2040

551

to find options to meet the water needs of the
city’s growing population and provide security
against future droughts. At the same time, you

Wastewater

need to keep costs down, protect ecosystems,

Much of the wastewater from city homes is

and consider the needs of future generations of

treated at local wastewater treatment plants.

residents.

This treated wastewater is released into the
ocean.

City Water Supply
The city’s fresh drinking water supply comes

Other Human Water Needs

primarily from rainfall and snowfall in the

Along with the growing population come more

local mountains. Rain and snow runoff are

businesses and farms, which also will need

collected in lakes, some of which are used as

more water. Energy needs will also increase;

reservoirs, and piped to the city as needed.

hydroelectric power plants use the flow of rivers

In most years, the city receives a good deal of

to provide much of the city’s electricity. Future

rain in the autumn, winter, and spring, and has

generations will also need secure supplies of

occasional summer rain showers. The region has

fresh water.

experienced droughts in recent years, during
which city water storage levels dropped by 15%.

Ecological Impacts

During drought years, residents have needed to

The drought affects local ecosystems as well

reduce or even stop watering their lawns during

as the city population. Lower water levels can

summer to conserve water.

cause river temperatures to warm, which affects
fish and other aquatic life. Very low water levels
can reduce habitat for aquatic life and limit flow
between pools of water in rivers and streams.
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Options for Meeting Water Needs
Possible conservation measures are described

on city water supplies. A simple system can

below. Costs and water supply impacts for

replace city water supplies for some outdoor

each measure are shown in the table below the

landscaping.

descriptions.

Seasonal Pricing: To encourage residents to

Conservation: Conservation measures can

conserve water, some cities increase water

involve changing habits, like taking shorter

costs – sometimes doubling water rates – during

showers

the three summer months.

and

washing

full

laundry

and

dishwasher loads. Water can also be conserved
by replacing older, water-wasting showerheads,
clothes washers, dishwashers, and toilets, and by
repairing leaks.

Build A Bigger Pipeline from the Reservoir: A new
pipeline could increase water supply, adding
about 50% of the city’s 2010 residential water
use. This pipeline – a major construction project –

Water Metering: Residents in the city pay a fixed

would deliver water to the city from a large

fee for water use each month, no matter how

mountain lake. The lake is already used as a

much water they use. Their actual water use is

water storage reservoir by the city. The lake is also

not metered. Experts have found that people

part of robust forest and freshwater ecosystems

are more likely to save water when they are

and provides a home and water supplies to

saving money, too. The city could install water

many species. In addition to increasing water

meters on homes and bill people based on their

supply, the pipeline project would also create

water use.

more wastewater. The added wastewater

Greywater Recycling: Greywater is lightly used
wastewater that usually goes down the drains
of washing machines, showers, and baths. After
treatment at city facilities, this water is normally
disposed of in the ocean. Instead, simple systems
can collect greywater separately from other
home wastewater and use to water trees and
garden beds.

would require the city to expand its wastewater
treatment plant or increase its use of recycled
water.

Water Supply Impacts and Costs
The following table shows the percent change in
water supply that each measure could produce,
based on 2010 water needs; the table also
shows the cost per 1,000 liters of water saved or

Rainwater Harvesting: Since the city receives

provided for each measure. The figures shown

a good deal of rainfall, finding ways to use it

assume the measures would be applied to all

directly at homes can reduce the demand

homes in the city.

Water Impacts and Costs
Water Supply
Measure
Conservation

MODULE TWO

% Change in Residential
Water Use of Supply
30%

Water Metering

30%

Greywater Recycling

25%

Rainwater Harvesting

25%

Seasonal Pricing

20%

Bigger Pipeline

20%

112

Cost per 1,000 Liters
of Water ($/1,000 L)
$0.18

113

$0.29
$0.33
$0.16

114

$2.85
$0.11
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Activity Eight

Sharing the Planet: Reflections and Commitments
Activity
In your Field Book, respond to the following

4. Look back at the Questions page in your
Field Book. Are there unanswered questions?

questions and prompts.
1. Write a total of two to three paragraphs in
response to the unit’s essential questions:

How can you get them answered? What else
would you like to know about sharing the
planet with nature in the future?

a. What can humans learn from the

5. How have the daily nature connection

patterns of nature?

activities affected you?

b. How can we use natural resources

6. What parts of the “Sharing the Planet: People

sustainably?

and Nature” unit represented your best work?
What would you like to do differently?

c. What is humanity’s place in
nature?

7. Review the section “What You Can Do”

d. What natural systems am I part of?

in the text on pages 49-50. Are there any

2. How can you use your understanding of

actions would you like to take to support

patterns of nature in your life, at school, at

biodiversity? Write down concrete action

home, or in your community? With whom can

steps, goals, and timing for any commitments

you share this knowledge?

you would like to make.

suggestions that inspire you? What, if any,

3. Review the section in the text on sustainability

8. Revisit any commitments in one week, then

worldview. Think about how your knowledge,

revisit them again in one month. What

capabilities, values, and behavior have

progress have you made?

changed through what you have learned
about sharing the planet. Make a circle
and divide it into quarters. Write one of the
elements of a sustainability worldview in each
quarter. Note any changes that have taken

Knowledge

Capabilities

place in these areas; use arrows to show
interconnections between the four quarters.
Use colors.
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Activity Nine

Biodiversity in My Place
Activity
Day 1

b. Ecosystem Function: Note whether

1. Create a blank Local Species Log in your

the species is a producer – or plant,

Field Book. Leave a few blank pages in your

herbivore, carnivore, omnivore, or

Field Book before the Log; you will add new

decomposer. Include examples of

Learning Links and Questions pages later. The

each type.

Local Species Log should have columns with

c. Ecosystem: If you have more

the following titles: Species Name, Ecosystem

than one major ecosystem in your

Function, Ecosystem, and Status.

area, nNote what ecosystem the

2. Create a list of species you are familiar with

species lives in. (Major ecosystems

in your area and add them to the Local

are listed on page nine of the text.)

Species Log provided by your teacher. Use

d. Status: Note whether the species

the following guidelines

is native or invasive, and whether
it is endangered, threatened, or

a. Species Name: Include at least

extinct.

two representatives from each of
the following categories:
i.

Mammals

ii.

Amphibians

iii. Birds
iv. Reptiles

Field Book
Day 1

1. Set up a new Learning Links page with the
unit’s essential questions in the center:

v. Fish (if appropriate)
vi. Invertebrates, including
insects

a. What is the meaning and value of
biodiversity?

vii. Trees

b. How can humans support

viii. Shrubs

biodiversity?

ix. Herbs and other plants with
soft leaves
MODULE TWO
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Field Book
Day 2

c. How can humans apply principles

1. Nature Journal: Have you considered yourself

of diversity to social systems?
Note any thoughts you have about these
questions as the unit begins.

as a part of nature to be observed? How
about a friend or family member? Try it today.
2. Write a paragraph explaining your response

2. Set up a new Questions page.

to the points raised in the Point-Counterpoint

3. Nature Journal: What is happening with the
weather today? How are plants or animals
reacting to it?

box on page 68.
3. Update your Learning Links and Questions
pages as needed.

4. Write your responses to the questions in the
Think About It boxes on pages 60, 63, 64.

Activity
Day 2

1. Create a food web from your species list,
including at least one member of each
category. Sketch out a quick draft web as
you work out all of the relationships and
interconnections, draw a final web. Show all
interconnections.
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Activity Ten

Biodiversity and Sustainability
Activity
• What is the perspective of each?

1. Review sustainability frameworks. Review the
big ideas of sustainability on pages 17 and

• Does biodiversity matter? Why or why

18, the patterns of nature in the Applying

not?

Ecosystem Principles box on page 11, and
Earth Charter principles on page 59.
2. Set up work pages in your Field Book. Set up
a two-page spread in your Field Book titled

Field Book

“Biodiversity and Sustainability Frameworks.”

1. Nature Journal: Write down the colors you

You can create a table, set up a mind map,

see outside today. Be specific – go beyond

or use another format that will help you

just “brown” or “blue,” but instead use

organize your thoughts.

descriptive language to make the colors
more memorable.

3. Brainstorm ways that biodiversity reflects the
sustainability frameworks.

2. Childhood Map: Sketch a map of the
neighborhood you lived in as a child. What

• How would a biodiverse world support

places were important to you? What natural

the big ideas of sustainability?

features – trees, rocks, parks, birdbaths – did
115

you like to visit?

• How does biodiversity demonstrate the
patterns of nature?

3. Update your Learning Links page. What

• How can people support biodiversity by

are your current thoughts about the

following the Earth Charter principles?

importance of biodiversity to nature and
humans? Note your thoughts on your

4. Compare your results.

Learning Links page.

• How are the three frameworks similar or
different?
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Activity Eleven

Building Consensus:
Balancing the Needs of People and Ecosystems
Activity

Activity

Move through the seven steps described in the

Discuss the process and outcome of consensus

Guide to Consensus Decision-Making, focusing

decision-making.

Day 1

Day 2

on the activity’s question. Use your own ideas
and perspectives, along with information
provided in the following “Building Consensus:
Balancing the Needs of People and Ecosystems Background Paper.” You may also use ideas

Field Book
Day 2

and perspectives presented in the text, if they

1. Nature Journal: Count how many living things

support your views. Also consider the needs

you see before school, at lunch, and/or after

of human societies and economies, future

school. Are you surprised by your results?

generations, and other species.

2. Create a Venn diagram comparing the
qualities of consensus-based decision-

Field Book

making and a majority-rule method of
reaching decisions, like voting or debate.

Day 1

What are unique qualities of each system?

1. Nature Journal: Write about what you notice
in nature today. How many hours of daylight
do you have? What is the light like: bright,
harsh, soft, muted? How would you describe
it?

What qualities do they share?
3. Write your responses to the Think About It box
on page 73.
4. Update your Learning Links page. Add your
current thoughts about humans supporting
biodiversity to your Learning Links page.
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Building Consensus:
Balancing the Needs of People and Ecosystems
Background Information
The following is information to be used in the

aside 50% of Earth’s land and seas as

consensus-building activity, together with the

protected areas for wild nature. He believes

biodiversity information provided in the text.

that less land set aside for nature will result in
118

extremely high rates of extinctions.

1. Global Target for Land Preservation: A global
agreement known as the Convention on

4. Other

Perspectives

–

Humans

Need

Biological Diversity has established a target

Resources: Humanity’s growing population

of 17% of land and inland waters and 10% of

needs resources and jobs. As many countries

coastal and marine waters to be set aside for

industrialize, the demand for consumer

wildlife by 2020.
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goods is increasing. This new demand creates
opportunities for jobs and wealth for many

2. Current Protected Areas: There are now

people.

almost 210,000 protected areas worldwide,
covering a total of 32,900,000 square

5. Population Growth: Human population grew

kilometers (12,700,000 square miles). This area

from 1.65 billion to 6 billion in the 20th century,

is bigger than the entire continent of Africa. It

reaching seven billion in 2011.

represents 14% of the planet’s land area and

Nations predicts that population will grow
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The United

more slowly in the future, reaching about 11

3.4% of coastal and marine areas.

billion in 2100.

3. Other Perspectives – Increase Protected

120

Areas: Biologist E.O. Wilson proposes setting

A Guide to Consensus Decision-Making121
What is consensus decision-making?
A process for group decision-making that tries

participating, all concerns can be worked into

to consider the interests of everyone involved.

possible solutions. All participants take part in

A good outcome is one that everyone can live

making the decision. The process works best

with, even if they are not fully in agreement with

when everyone keeps the interests of the whole

every detail. Consensus contrasts with majority-

group in mind.

rule or debate-based decision-making because
a consensus eliminates the idea of winners or
losers. All interests and concerns are considered.
Participants try to come up with solutions that
address all concerns to some degree.

Consensus decision-making is cooperative.

What are the benefits of
consensus decision-making?
Consensus decision-making can lead to more
satisfaction with the outcome, since everyone
feels their interests were addressed. Consensus
decision-making can also improve relationships

Everyone is encouraged to offer their opinions

in the group, since everyone feels that they

and state their interests. With everyone

have a voice in decisions. Consensus can also
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For instance, rather than stating that the
solution does not address a certain issue,
a participant could ask how the proposal
could address the issue.
4.

Make changes to the proposal. Working
together, explore changes to the proposal
that would include concerns that were left
out previously.

5. Check for support. Ask for a preliminary show
result in better decisions since minority opinions

of hands to see who could live with the

and concerns are included. Including these

proposal as is. Remember that consensus is

concerns can avoid problems that a few group

not about everyone getting everything they

members might have foreseen.

want. Many members will need to let go of
some of their concerns or interests in order

What is the process?

to come up with something that can work

Key parts of the process include listening with

consensus unless you truly could not live with

respect, valuing the perspectives of others,

the proposed solution.

for everyone. It is important to avoid blocking

talking only as much as necessary, speaking
politely and constructively, and placing equal
importance on positive outcomes for the group
and for yourself.

6. Repeat Steps 1-5 as needed. Make sure all
concerns and interests are understood,
modify the proposal as needed, and check
for agreement. Sometimes consensus is

1. Bring forward interests and concerns. All

not possible. Some groups do not require

members of the group should take part. To

that everyone agree. Some groups may

save time, avoid repeating interests and

allow people to block decisions only if their

concerns that have already been stated.

concerns would cause problems for the

For sustainability topics, it is helpful to state

group if their concerns are not addressed.

the interests and concerns of those who are

Or the group may ask someone to abstain

not represented by the group but who will

from voting so that the rest of the group can

be affected by the decision, including other

move forward.

people, species, and future generations. It
is also useful to state interests and concerns
that the group members share.

7. Finalize the decision. You have reached
consensus when you have a solution that
everyone can live with, or when the group

2. Propose solutions. Early solutions may be

decides that it has done all it can to address

broad and general or may be more specific.

any continuing concerns. The process requires

3. Note unsatisfied concerns. People who feel
the proposed solution does not address
concerns or interests – their own or those
of others – should politely raise those issues.
Often asking a question rather than stating a
demand helps keep the discussion friendly.
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trust that all participants are balancing the
needs of the group and the needs of the
individuals. Once your group has decided
that it has done its best, ask all participants
to support the decision and move forward on
any action steps you need to take.
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Activity Twelve

Learning from Nature’s Diversity
Activity
1. Make a T-Chart. In your Field Book, make

3. Brainstorm human system diversity benefits

a T-chart with the headings, “Ecosystem

and challenges. How could the benefits and

Diversity” and “Human System Diversity.”

challenges you identified for natural diversity

Leave gaps in the vertical line to add the

be applied to humans? What unique benefits

subheadings, “Benefits” and “Challenges”.

and challenges can diversity provide to

See the example.

humans that would not apply to nature?

Ecosystem
Diversity

Human System
Diversity

Benefits

Field Book
1. Nature Journal: What is the largest natural
object you saw today? The smallest?
2. Write a paragraph in response to the following
questions: What examples of diversity do
you see in your home, community, and
school? Does this diversity add strength and

Challenges

resilience, or does it add challenges? How
could diversity in your life work better to bring
about positive change?
3. Update your Learning Links page. Consider
your developing thoughts on the importance
of biodiversity and ways humans could apply

2. List ecosystem diversity benefits and chal-

its principles to social systems. Add any new

lenges. Based on your reading, discussions,

ideas to your Learning Links page; add

and activities, list the benefits to ecosystems

arrows to link your thoughts with earlier ideas.

and species that biodiversity provides. Then

Use colored pencils to highlight key ideas or

list any challenges you can think of that are

connections.

created by ecosystem, species, or genetic
diversity.

4. Update your Questions page with any new
questions about biodiversity and human
diversity.
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Activity Thirteen

Behavior Over Time Graphs
Activity
1. Work with the graphs in the text on pages
69-71 to answer the following questions. Write
your answers in your Field Book.

b. What would happen to the
hawk population if the squirrel
population dropped and did not
recover? Explain your reasoning.

Oscillation

Sketch a revised Behavior Over
Time Graph for this situation.

a. Suppose the population of hawks
declined and did not recover. What

c. Using the diagram on page 70 as

would happen to the oscillations

a guide, draw a stock and flow

of the squirrel population? Explain

diagram for the squirrel-hawk

your reasoning. Sketch a revised

system.

Behavior Over Time graph for this

Overshoot

situation.

a. What other species could be
introduced to the deer-grass
system to move the system from
overshoot to oscillation? Explain
your reasoning.
b. An example of overshoot in human
systems

involves

overfishing.

In some areas, abundant fish
populations have been heavily
overfished. What indicators might
have alerted people that their
increasing levels of fishing could
lead to overshoot and collapse?
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S-Curve
a. What factors might have kept the
brown pelicans in the example
in the text from continuing their
exponential growth?
b. Do you think it is possible for the
brown pelican population to
move into an oscillation pattern?
Why or why not?
2. Develop your own examples of each type of
graph. Consider changing systems in your
school or community or consider examples

2. Organize your thoughts on the unit’s essential
questions:

given in the ecosystem descriptions in the
text. What systems can you think of that

a. What is the meaning and value of

change in the ways described by these

biodiversity?

patterns?

b. How can humans support

a. Oscillation

biodiversity?

b. Overshoot

c. How can humans apply principles
of diversity to social systems?

c. S-Curve

Make notes or an outline to support your opinion,

Field Book

along with reasoning and evidence to support it.

1. Nature Journal: Spend an extra few minutes
taking in details of a wild living thing: a bird
on a branch, an insect, a wild plant – even
a weed. Notice the colors, shapes, textures.
Does it seem heavy or light? Does it make
any sound? Write about what you hope
for that organism and its descendants. Do
you find yourself wishing it well or wishing it
would go away?
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Activity Fourteen

Biodiversity: Reflections and Commitments
Activity
Respond in your Field Book to the following
questions and prompts.
1. Describe your sustainability worldview. Review
the section on sustainability worldview on

Knowledge

Capabilities

page 17. Describe how your knowledge,
capabilities, values, and behavior have
changed because of what you have learned
about biodiversity. Write a paragraph or two

Values

Behavior

on these questions, use a graphic like this
one, or design your own.
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2. Look back at the Questions page in your Field

5. Take Action. Review the section on What You

Book. Are there unanswered questions? How

Can Do in the text on pages 74. Are there

can you get them answered? What else

any suggestions that inspire you? What, if

would you like to learn about biodiversity in

any, actions would you like to take to support

the future?

biodiversity? Write down concrete action
steps, goals, and timing for any commitments

3. Write one more nature observation. What did

you would like to make.

you notice today? Have your observations
changed since you began noting them? Do

6. Review the unit’s essential questions on page
51. Write two to three paragraphs addressing

you see nature around you differently?

these questions.

4. Assess your work. What parts of the
Biodiversity unit reflected your best work?
What would you like to do differently?
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